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LEGAL WARNING, particularly For Newr Readers
By reading this magazine you are entering a Temporary Autonomous lone
[TM], where normal values, logic and timescales do not apply. At the least
you may feel unable to put the magazine dovm until you have read i t
through to the very end. While you read i t ,  you may also feel strangely
mellovir and entirely unable to face doing anything else useful for 14 hours.
Alternatively you may sense a sudden urge to have ' money extracted
painlessly by one of our. advertisers. Anything may happen and at the very
vvorst you may. enter a Permanent Autonomous lone {Pill} of your own
creation.
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FEW THE ElflllflllF-‘l aaa

Does new technology amaze you? It does shake me sometimes. 0n the
one hand i haye a news release from Philips Semiconductors
announcing they haye deyeloped the world‘s first single-chip teleyision.
That's right not just a W tuner but the complete functionality oi the
electronic subsystem—a PAUSECAWNTSC signal processor closed
caption decoder and microcontroller that 'Is self-aligning.

Absolutely stunning. Then I read that the set—top box used for Sky
Digital satellite teleyision has to remain in permanent standby mode so
that it can be communicate by telephone with Sky’s subscriber
management system for system updates. in the process it consumes
£15 worth of electricity—your electricity.

Two steps forwards, one step backwards?

Andy Emmerson

THOUGHTS OF THE MONTH
. Change is inevitable. progress is not.

Ruskin

it won't hold its charge after all this time.
famous last words

There is a widely circulating rumour that transistors were alien
technology recovered from Roswell in 1941'.

Tom Norris

Page 3' H5 JILWE Issue 41



gm '_;s§ is eg'
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Many wank; to at! our fetter writers. including those few We
didn’t‘ make s re the page. We try and fir it? as many ferrets as

ass-tore occasionally editing for space or cran'y’:

From Andrew Henderson. Edinburgh:
I picked up in a book shop todav. the  Hobbies New Annual for 1933'
edited bv [no surprise) F .1 Comm. Tantalising projects include 'Fun with
Photo-cells' and rihe Genet Midget Three Valve Wireless Receiver. !
adore the descriptions such as:

'Just cover the quicksilver with some dilute sulphuric acid
[accumulator acid will do] in which a few crystals of
permanganate of potash have been dissolved!

——which makes our safetv-conscious age seem rather tame, doesn't it!

Another header reads:

IGNITENG, PETROL, GUNPOWDER, ETC.

and warns:

'sometimes the experiment is rather violent, the substance
blowing up rather than burning'.

This sort of thing is priceless and has me very amused!!! [I'm obvious
easily amused}.

From Chris Roberts. Compstail:
I am  in the process of restoring a Bush WZZA unfortunately the E. H .  T.
transformer is taulty {Bush part No $21225}. I would appreciate an'aaF
help you couid give me it you know where I could get one. It not would
you please put mv enclosed advert in the next copv oi 4&5Alfve?

s» Sadlv the chances of finding one of these is pretty minimal, except
in a scrap chassis, but vou might be lucky sol  have placed vour ad
at the back of the magazine. The problem is that this is one of the
first components to break down in an old set and the classic solution

Page 4 as sun-z Issue a



in the past was to have the transformer rewound. Until recently
Majestic Transformers would rebuild old output transformers but"-
they have now ceased this service. The only other firm that offered
to do rewinds in the past was SCOT TRANSFORMERS Ltd, Hanley
Swan, Wares. {01634-569104, 565113} and you could do worse than
ask if they are still prepared to handle line output and EHT
transformers. Tell us if they are and... good luck! -

From Steven Wills. 48 Foirfield Rood, Winchester, SD22 556:
I'm researching I'W schools interlude music circa 1963—30. if anyone has
recordings or would like to discuss then please let me know.

From Tim Jormon, Honts.:
For anyone who repairs old Tits and radios it's worth noting that you
should now use class X2 capacitors in mains filter applications.
Similarly for isolating record turntables and aerial connections on
ACiDC {live chassis} sets, you should now use class '1' capacitors. These
capacitors-are guaranteed safe in the relevant applications and whilst
this practice is only advisory for sets you repair for your own pleasure, i
understand it's a legal requirement now when rebuilding sets for sale to
third parties.

From Chris Jarvis. fl Hill Drive, Hove, 5H5 6WD:
I really enjoyed reading the story of the Retrovisor over the issues 40 a.
41 of 4‘05 Alive. The first ‘old' W I bought was a Bush W22 and before
I'd even heard of the Retrovisor, I built in an Alba colour chassis and it
sits on a purpose—made swivel shelf in the bede as can be seen in
the enclosed photos (unsuitable for reproduction). I know the purists
may say i shouldn't have carried out this conversion, but the set looks
just as Bush intended except for the screen surround. The original back
panel is on the set and the aerial connection is in the original position.

I still have the original chassis in my workshop, and hope to get to grips
with the work on it in the fullness of time. I have also since acquired
another '22 in good all-round nick. You mentioned as a footnote to
Stephen 0stler’s article that Martin Brown Antiques of Birmingham
were selling WEE-style cabinets at the NEC NVC Fair, do you have their
telephone number or address please?

MARTIN BROWN WGUES, Birmingham {0121-585 $53}. films-style _
cabinets [similar to Bush W22) in modern materials for housing security
monitors, TV sets, fish tanks, etc.._

Recently, I've purchased a nice Pye Fill _ console TV, which has the
original connecting lead and socket to connect the mains input pins on

M
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the back. My set has toppings for RF odiustment to suit London,
Birmingham, etc, transmitters on the back panel also.

In a different vein, if any readers find their way down to Sussex, I
recommend a visit to Amberley industrial museum, close to Arundel, for
a feast of good examples of 'our’ sort of WS and radios. Worth a visit
also, is Seaford town's museum on the_seafront esplanade in an  old
Martello tower. The entry fee is just £1 and the collection of old W5 is
really good with one or two thirties examples on show. '

i recently bought a little book produced by Phillips Electronics, called
Television, the first fifty years, by Keith Geddes & Gordon Bussey. As
the name implies, this is not a new publication, but l paid 50p for it
locally and whilst it is not really technical, it imparts more than just basic
iniormation on the principles of television from the start up to the
introduction of DBSMAC transmissions. There is also a section devoted
to video recording on tape and disc. If any of our fellow 405ers would
like a copy, the book reference is lSBN l] 943%? 05 F. If they can't order
one, l can probably obtain one for them from the same source as mine.
I’m looking forward to receiving more info on Raoib Days, as my
collection of equipment includes wireless receivers Ekco SH25, Philips
654A, and KB FBlU. i ve  been tempted to buy many other W5 and
radios, but my missus has put her foot down with a heavy hand! So lar ,
no restriction on  journals though, {about communication), so that's OK.

Many thanks for 435 Alive, I only wish there were more editions per
year; it is a brilliant magi Best wishes to all involved and kind regards.

.5 I too would love to produce more editions each year, although since I put '
in 400 man-hours a year editing this magazine, the prospect of additional
editions from my keyboard is fairly unlikely. if anybody would like to share
this workload I'd be delighted to hear from them! But I‘m afraid there's no
financial reward, just a warm feeling.

From Steve Taylor, 11 Chornborough Rood, Coolviile, 1E6? 45F
{01550-“52695)
i do not have a subscription at present due to financial problems (it's
my next birthday present} but I do subscribe to Eaaiaphfle so I hope
you will consider publishing this letter as you are my last hope.

I collect radios and despite being a medically retired TV engineer i had
never thought of collecting TVs. I received a phone call from someone
in Gloucestershire offering several radios, boxes of valves, manuals, o
Sobell TVSHS W and a Philips projection TV with built-in radio 'about
the size of an upright piano'. After dragging the family down the M5 to

_____..__..___————————
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an old mill I came face to face with the monster. It was the size
described but heavier than on»; piano l've ever moved.

Before anyone asks, no it wasn‘t a 600 series, it is in fact a F99. The
more I looked at it, the more i was hooked. A friend supplied a 405-line
video tape and a modulator; all i had to do was get the set working
and that's where the tun began. The set was missing most at its valves;
simple deduction worked out the missing EFfifls- and the mo EHT
generator valves. Well, nextstep was a circuit diagram for the other
eight missing vaives. First of all i tried mv ten usual diagram sources,
with answers from 'it's not a Philips" to "I give up'. Next, all the Philips
engineers I knew, with the answer I'it doesn‘t exist'. With Andy
Emmerson's help I tried more manual suppliers——nothing-—next the
Vintage Wireless Museum, which could at least tell me  it was circa
1943M? but no other information.

Finallyr I got in touch with Philips. Well, not only did mv set not exist,
neither did their archive oflicer. So do I own the largest optical illusion
or can a teader prove otherwise? Even a valve line-up would help. The
only clues i can give are that most valves are Muliard red series except
one E140, EF91 and E391. The missing valves are octal base and the
radio chassis is a Philips 1 TBA, which is now up and working.

From Andrew Bedding. Rather-ham:
i tail to see whv you should feature an article on the EEC Zflflfl chassis
as ail I could see was talk of degaussing, coiour killers and R68
convergence. What has this to do with 405 Alive? lIl'lllhat's next, an article
on restoring a Sky dish?i? And you say vou are launching a new
magazine called Radio Data. which sounds interesting, but I was of the
impression that vou were busv enough as it is, without all the hassle of
launching another magazine. Please let’s keep up the standard of 435.
Alive and not let it slip into modern times or be delayed by the launch
at new magazines.

e Goodness, I'm not sure whether this letter is a humorous wind-up or deadly
serious but either way it merits a reply. First of all, as l have said before,
we print preciseivr what readers contribute: in this case a letter from Mr
Reading and in that case a complete article tram Steve Pendieburv on a
set that came out during the dual-standard era, which for several of our-
readers is already historv [over St} vears ago!) and what's more, is their
pretened era of 'historv'. We trillr to oblige all tastes and had something
more intrinsicallv 4DS-related been waiting in the contribotions pile, then
rest assured it could have been included ahead of Steve's article on the
EEC 2flflfl. But the fact is that there wasn't!



' As for delaying 405 through attention to another title or sharing my time on
this, i feel these decisions are best left to my professional judgement. l
have got to say that these magazines are not like the ones you buy at the-
newsagent that come out as regular as clockvlmrk and earn pots of money
for all concerned. They are put together by volunteers in their spare time
for no financial reward. The contributors get not a penny piem, nor do I,
and on that basis i think I deserve to choose the hours | work. The amazing
thing is that the principle works to your advantage; you receive amazing
articles that no commercial outfit could afford to publish whilst contributors
have total freedom to express their own theories and opinions. 'lf
significant numbers of readers think this methodology is misguided, l'll
gladly pack the whole thing in and in the process gain 60!] hours more
spare time per year. I really would welcome every reader‘s opinion on the
subject—if we have got the formula wrong, let's call it a day right now!

From Martin leach, by email:
in your article about Hidden Hazards you omit to mention Lithium. I
have come across this hazard in respect to old lithium batteries in some
equipment. For example, old W814!!!) telephone apparatus was fitted
with huge lithium cells which, by now, almost certainly are leaking.
Lithium is pretty nasty stuff, although all hand I do not recall its exact
effect on one. These should be removed and disposed of thoughtfully.
Cadmium, from plating, should also be treated carefully, especially
when brushing down corroded ports.

l believe it is not generally known for sure exactly which, if any,
capacitors contain PCBs. 1 would have thought that only larger high-
voltage ones would contain such oils. In that respect I would be
suspicious of some oil-filled EHT transformers in TVs. Working on the old
Murphy 405-line T'v's with the flip-up lid on top, made during the early
sixties, was like working on a car engine. The oil always leaked out
everywhere.

e Martin makes some excellent points that we should all heed.

From Matthew Taub. Winchester: _
lvlay l correct a small error in your interesting article on 'Hldden
Hazards'? The getter material used in ordinary high-vacuum radio
valves was not mercury: it was barium. Mercury would not have been
suitable because it has too high a vapour pressure.

During my post—graduate student days, some 50 years ago, I had to
make my own valves for experimental purposes, and the getter was
introduced in the following way. A small conducting loop consisting
partly of nickel wire and partly of barium strip was spot-welded to one
of the electrode supports before the electrode assembly was sealed

mm
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into the bulb. The valve was then evacuated, and heated at the some
time to drive off as much of the adsorbed and occluded gas as
possible. After the valve was sealed off, the loop containing the barium.
strip was heated by an RF induction heater causing the barium to
evaporate and produce the patch of silvering on the inside of the bulb.

Another getter material I remember using was zirconium but this
doesn't have to be evaporated. You just heat it, again by induction
heating, and it absorbs gases 'like a sponge.

if you‘re interested'In following up this subject you'll find it mentioned on
pages 809 and 810 of Vacuum Tubes by Karl E Spangenberg
(McGraw Hill, 1948). There must surely be more recent and specialised
books on the subject, but I‘m afraid l‘m rather out of touch with it these
days. Anyway, i hope these remarks are of some interest.

From Steve Harris, On The Air, Chester {01 2114-5484681:
l have just bought an interesting pre-war TV and am trying to find out'a
bit about it. it is an R60 332 R6 Wfliadiolgram. There is no model
actually on it, but l got the original sales leaflet, guarantee etc. with it,
and the picture is certainly it, but the description of the chassis does not
quite tally. The guarantee card is filled in, with the serial no and model
SBZRG, so it must be, but I have looked up details in 193319 television
mags, Showreviews etc and I think it may be a 1959 model, as the
chassis fits the description of the 59 model 392 R6 better. The SBZRG
had an electrostatic tube and a 40 valve chassis (11 for radio, 29 for
TV). Mine has an ancient but conventional magnetic tube and 23 valves
in the TV. The tube assembly is complicated and obviously original.

Unfortunately, it has been got at and the entire radio unit has been
replaced with a horrid 19505 thing, so I am trying to identify the correct
radio chassis to try and get one. it was. used in the radio and
radiograms of_the same period. The TV has not been butchered though
and was obviously working when the perpetrator decided to replace
the radio, as they fitted a horrible RF converter for Band III at the same
time! H I can find the correct radio chassis and gram deck {Garrard
RCIA}, I can restore it to its full :glory. It is a magnificent bit of gear. l
enclose a pic of the leaflet. Any ideas?

e Steve's picture is on the next page. No, not a picture of Steve but his *new'
telly treasure! .
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From Stan Wooton, letchwortll:
Having received issue 41 on Monday, I immediately sent all for the
"Tyne-Tees” book mentioned therein it arrived today, just three days
later, and Is BRELLEANT! So much nostalgia'In one book. I would soy oil
"405-ers" should go for it. A must.

Remembering well those days when most ITV companies in the
regions had their very own programme journal: Westward: Look
Wesmrd TW: Tefe wisfon _Wee.t'ha; Channel TV: lite Cl'tarnrns.l Wewer
etc. and the time when ATV and ABC in the Midlands in the early
sixties, left TV limes tor a magazine called TV Wand. which had a
unique idea that afterlthe ABC-weekend you could fold it round for
another 'cover‘ spotlighting your ATV-weekday listings. At the same
time TV nines hit back with Tl" Hates Magazine, this carried all the
week’s W limes articles plus others added to compensate for carrying
no listings. It ceased publication very quickly as it was the listings not
the articles that people wanted.

All a far cry from today with all those competing journals from
which we only need to buy one. i choose 'RT’ because it is the only one
fully listing radio. 1 am, n'ght now transferring my 'Radio Collection to
CD. t have a Philips CD recorder which'is great. i look forward to your
promised radio companion magazine to' JflEAI'ive.

Page 42—issue 41: ATV Htcadti'b' Palace with Morecambe' and
Wise is mentioned. I remember that time when ATV made six ionabn
Parraa'ium Shows for USA and UK. They were transmitted in the
traditional Sunday slot over here (where the live Parraa‘iums had been
previously) and gradually shows such as Spotlight; John Davidson
Show {he was an unknown US singer), etc were shown, along with
Engelbert Humperdinck, Tom Jones and Liberace shows, all this stuff
being shot on USA 525 standards in color [as they spell it] and at the
beginning we, over here, saw a version in black and white transferred
from the American video tapes. i don't know it the colour ones we saw
were still tronsier copies? Does anyone?

Oh, yes; those London Palladium shows had comperes known in
America plus UKiUSA guests, such as Dan Blocker of Bonanza and Bob
Monkhouse. i seem to remember the six comperes were Bob Hope,
Roger Moore, Kate Smith, Jonathan Winters, Lorne Greene and one
other I just can't recall. ‘

Anyway, thanks for another great issue. At least
now you know I'm still subscribing!

4- Thank goodness—a satisfied subscriber!



From Andy Howlett, Duldnfleld:
Re George Windsor‘s query on moire patterns [issue 41}, l well
remember this effect from my days as an apprentice T'v' engineer it
was prevalent on all early colour sets, both single and dual-standard,
although some models seemed to suffer more than others. It could
always be reduced or eliminated by a slight defocussing of the spot.
As to what caused this trouble, I always imagined some kind of optical
interference pattern set up between the shadowmask and the
phosphor dots on the tube face, very much like looking through two
layers at net curtain, but I must admit I can't quite understand how it
would work. Despite our rigorous efforts to eliminate it, the punters
never seemed bothered! _ -

My word, Steve Pendlebury is a brave man! The BRC 2000
chassis was quite new when I joined the trade in 1959, and there were
groans aplenty when news of a breakdown came through to our
workshop. The ‘cooI-running‘ all-transistor chassis ran :1 good deal
hotter than most of the valved opposition [apart from the Philips 66
which could toast bread at six paces} and its unreliability was legend.
That regulator board, all series—pass transistors ' and fire-bar
wirewounds, always seemed to be on the verge of meltdown, ond'the
LOPr'EHT stage was a real 'on the edge‘ design. However, there were
2000 sets that ran for years without catching fire or indeed suffering any
major trouble, their owners almost in tears when at last it was'time to
wave goodbye to the old girl and get the new, single-standard BRC
5000. This was much better, and it was the one on which I cut my
'colour‘ teeth. That switch-mode PSU gave us the willies, and a fair
number of stock faults quickly became apparent, but if they were
properly maintained they would carry on making very nice pictures for
years. l think we should all chip in and buy Steve an engraved fire
extinguisher, ready for the inevitable.

From Tony Bryant, by e-Inoilt
l appreciated your article on dangerous substances in electronic
equipment, especially the bit about the PC35 In oil filled transformers,
when I worked for Rediljlusion in the 1950sl had the job of smashing up
thousands of projection receivers for no other reason than large screen
direct view tubes were becoming more readily available. I remember
that after smashing open the EHT can one of the favourite uses by some
youngsters of the teddy boy fraternity was to use the contents as hair
oil. I wonder if they are still alive!

From Tony Bryant again:
A self employed service engineer (like me) friend of mine has just
purchased a Fidelity {bodged Samsung} video recorder with icon on-
screen display, .PDC timer, twin speed, digital picture enhancement,

Popllm 495.1q g" _"



from Tesco. "How much for all this?‘ I hear you say. £4199, yes £49.99!
He also tells me that Sky if threatened with a terminated subscription,
will lit a brand new digital system for £49.99 or a brand new analogue,-
dish and LNB for £14. 9?! I wondered why work has been so quiet lately, .
and now I know why.

at- Gmat for the public who love their Ibargttins‘ but as you point‘out, lousy for
employrnent'an the servicing trade. And at those prices, who would bother
to replace a gadget when it breaks? One man‘s bargain is another man's
P45 form. That's also why we no longer have a footwear industry'In the UK;
the public have voted with their wallets for cheaper imported shoes. These
‘bargains' are killing jobs and livelihoods, yet people are too stupid to
realise.

From lion Chm. Winslow
l have just heard about 405 Aline, although I have lived with 405 since
1943, just after the Olympic Games, when i become the junior engineer
on Television Outside Broadcasts with the BBC. I was converted to 625
and then colour when BBC2 started. ' ‘

Talking of conversion I went to Kings Warren In the early 19505,
with a Mk l Marconi image Orthicon, as an engineer to assist early
experiments in converting continental 625 to our 405. This consisted of
a W monitor with a longer {1 think about 35 per cent} persistence and
the LO. camera. It worked and eventually it was installed at Swingate
near Dover at the'base of some disused radar masts. The 'Rest
RoomI'OlficeI'tchen' was the old MGR 3'.

The I.O.s took about an hour to warm up and then hall an hour to line
up and ll] per cent of the incoming picture was lost during the
conversion. All Eurovision programmes had to be converted as well
as a daily news exchange. It was some years before a purely
electronic system as available and we said “Goodbye Swingate'.

While at Kingswood l was asked to operate one of their experimental
405 colour cameras with a l‘flying disc", and for those in the l"old"

business I had to-operate three channels with separate 1'sit, tilt and
bend' and I found this was an impossible task. —

One oi the early colour 4115 NTSC sets was installed'In the house of Tony
Bridgewater {Superintendent Engineer, Television} in Mill Hill and the
heat of the valves set his house on fire but luckily not seriously.

Kingswood Warren, named after the local area, has made, researched,
designed, invented many of the things we take for granted today.



They made one of the first video tape recorders but used longitudinal ‘
instead of helical scan on quarter-inch-wide tape. The W signal was
halved at about 2 MHz and rejoined tor transmission. in those early.
days the tape travelled so fast that tape stretch was a huge problem,
and then Ampex appeared on the scene with 2-inch helical scan and
the BBC's VERA was forgotten about. I do'believe that they tried to
use paper with the video signal cut electrostatically,‘ another good idea
that failed. RDS and TP are some of Kingswood's good ideas, as is'the
present digital transmission system, which has been used on 035 for
many years.

i eventually retired in 1985 after 42 years service in broadcasting. I
have just returned from a reunion of people who were at Alexandra
Palace and one member worked on the first television OB, which was
the 195? Coronation, and he is still fit and well. He has had a full
return on his pension!

Memox'yLane _
Memory Lane is a lively magazine specialising in music of the 1920s
through to the 19505. Although the emphasis is placed on British
.dance bands and vocalists of the 19305 and 19405, Hemory Lane also
covers the American scene, jazz, big hands, personalities, music hall
and variety artistes. Regular features on At Bowfly - Britain's favourite
vocalist.
Published quarterly and attractively printed and presented, each
edition includes exclusive articles by our team of world-class writers
and journalists plus Picture Pages, CD and Cassette reviews, Readers’
Letters, discographical features and the advertisements that you will
want to read.

A “must” for T3 RPlul collectors.
A £1 coin will bring a sample copy and full details.

Memory Lane, P 0 Box 1939, Leigh-on-Sea, SS9 3UH,
England.

%
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Tours of AP (lifted from HEP-Chat): -
You may be interested to know that Alexandra Palace organise regular Sunday
lunchtime walking tours that take you "behind the scenes" at Ally Pally.
Significantly for us (who live in or near London”, the hour also includes a look
at one of the former pre-war BBC television studios. If you want to take part,
phone Alexandra Palace on 0181-365 2121. The tour starts at 12.[1m and
starts from the Alexandra Palace management oflices {the former BBC
television offices under the mast), and costs £2. 50, payable at the door—but
book first.

Postscript. Well, I finally got inside Studio A at Alexandra Palace on
Sunday lunchtime. Here's what it looks like at the moment. You enter the
studio through a single doorway on the second floor of the former BBC offices
at AP. The studio itself is relatively small [about 30 feet by 90 feet] and is
about thirty feet in height. The walls are in a fairly bad state of repair, you can
see the wooden battens in the wall in some places. The walls and ceiling are
painted an extremely dark grey and are quite roughly plastered.

From the entrance by the lift you can look across to the back of the
studio and up on the left hand side near the ceiling you can see the glass panel
from which those in the control room could look out onto the studio. There is
a single gantry about 2:3 of the way along the studio but there are no lights
hanging from it.

The floor still has some paint on it; I thought I could see what looked
like musical notes painted on the floor but I wasn't sure. You wouldn't think
the BBC had last used the studio up till the mid 197os. We oouldn' t go into
studio B as we were told it wasn’t safe. .

The Alexandra Palace trust has begun to make a television museum in
the studios. Two BBC cameras were on show; one was an Emitron mock-up
from The Fools on the Hill and the other was an EM] 196015 camera with the
BBC tv logo. There was also a collection of televisions [mostly 19405f19505]
and reprints from the pre-war Radio Times TV supplement.

It was fascinating to see the studio and how small it was too! We were
told, however, that no support was given by the BBC in restoring the studio
and that the main help came from the AP TV society. I wonder how much
would it cost to restore studio A to its former glory?

Structures news (lifted from BEEP-Chat):
Russ Graham and I went to ABC studios at Didsbury' 1n Manchester last week,
and photographed the demolition work (crane and ball job}. A. deeply
distressing experience. We took lots of photos and came away upset. I notice
also, on a recent v is i t ,  that the innards of Television House, Kingsway,
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London [ Rediffusion London , ITN and TV Times HQ 1955-75) are also
being demolished. There is a preservation order on the facade, thank God , so
it will look the same when the scaffolding comes down , but the innards are
gone forever.

Chris Bowden-Smith

Archive news - - _
Dave Rogers has confirmed the Ceefax story that the National Film and TV
Museum at Bradford has found a 4m 585cc version of The Avengers - The
Curious Case of the Missing Corpse. This is the short promo for Macnee and
Rigg made in 1966 in colour which had disappeared Last heard of in the
Filmbond vault of ITC! This 16mm print was in a collefion of ads and promos
sent from the old [TVA library back in the Sfls but never looked at. Apparently
it will be out on American DVD before the end of the year.

Chris Perryr

Archiveqnestion: Howeanl’find outifafihnorIVpr-ogrmnme
hasbeenreleasedon home-video? ‘ .
As far as the UK is concerned register is maintained by the Videolog
organisation, the Videolog database of all video tapes in print. You can view it
on the Mmdemail site at namemoviemconk It's notable that around 20 per
cent of all the titles in print in the UK are deleted each year, meaning that
ever}:r month some L000 titles change status. Moviemail offers to obtain anyr
British video tape in print; their phone number is 01432-262910, e-mail
enquiries@moviem.co.uk

As for other countries, we'd appreciate feedback from you. For the
more commercial titles wunonmaaoncom is a good guide for the USA.

"A Must For All Interested In Entertainment"
The seventh national Celebration of Cinema and Theatre Historyr will take
place at the Sir Robert Martin Theatre, Loughborough University [by
permission of the Department of English 3: Drama} on SATURDAY 18
SEPTEMBER 1999.

CINEMA’S DECLINE & RESURGENCE 196? - 199?, including:
- FRANCIS REID - Theatre escapes from the tyrannyr of cinema sightlines
- CHRIS SMITH — Glasgow entertainment in the 60s '
- BILL STEPHENSON — three generations in the ups and downs of
entertainment!
- Fihn shows
- DAVID 1WILLI.4!tl":IIS - video talk: That's All, Folks!
- JEFFREY MacKENZIE — Preserving the Californian Dream
- IAN GREY - Picture Palace to Film Centre: Commercial necessity 'or -
architectural vandalism?
- ARTHUR NORTHOVER — Northampton Savo}r (video at closing)
- CHARLES MORRIS - Building a modern chain [not confirmed]
Bookstalls: Merfia, 'CTA, Malcolm Hornsby {2nd-hand] or bring your own!
(b3.f prior arrangement)

M
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Admission: £8. DDIEEDD CAPIEIS.5t} Mercia members; tickets on the day at
flat rate of £8 ..00 Box office opens 11.flfl; programme starts 11.313.
Cheqnejpostalf money orders made out to Mercia Cinema Society to 29
Blackhrook Court, Loughborough, Leicestershire LE11 SUA.
TelephonefFacsimfle: 01509 218393; e—mail Menryn.Gould@virgin.net
Supported financially by EAST MIDLANDS ARTS.

Three pre-war tellies turn up in April
Two pre—war TV sets were among the efl'ects of the late Pat Leggatt sold by
auction at Christies Both Ekcos, one was for vision-only and the other was a
conventionai set. Not 1n quite the very best of condition, they sold [to Dennis
Yates} at extremely modest prices. One is already with a delighted new owner.
The other set was a Marconi model 1702 12-inch mirror-lid set found in the
house of its original owner. It was being used as a stand for a clock and a
birdcage, and the birds had destroyed the original lid. Fortunately the finder's
cabinet skills are superb and he made a very nice piece of work of creating a
new lid and the rest of the cabinet was restored meticulously. The set looks
quite early as it still has a blanking plate for the 4051(240 switch marked with
the standards. The purchaser, one of our readers, says the CRT 1s better than
any other 61% he has seen apart from the one that was rebuilt at EM].
Electronic restoration was done about 10 years ago and not to highest modern
standards. Apparently the EHT transformer had been replaced by some
horrible bodge involving a modern tripler but it works well enough {and 1a
any case the original transformer had been saved]. Criginal condenser blocks
had been discarded and modern electrolytics fitted. The price was in the
region of E2,{100, which Is not bad value.

Just fancy that...
Spotted on the BBC's website by Andrew Bream...
I'I'N's News At Ten has been named Programme Of The Year at a major TV
journalism awards ceremony, two months after it was given the chop by ITV.
The 32—year—old show, which was aired 1n March, impressed judges with its
"consistently high standards" to take the Royal Television Society title.
Granada's World In Action, another long-nmning programme axed byITV
took the Judges' Award at the RTS Television Journalism Awards.

MOMI Closing
To facilitate major redevelopment and reconstmction on the South Bank, the
Museum of the Moving Image 1n London {MOW will close on 31%1 August. It
will reopen with vastly improved facilities in the BFI's new ‘megcentre' in
four years' time. The National Film Theatre will relocate to the West End
during this period.

Tony Currie speaks!
Replacing a now cancelled talk by the Doctor Who Restoration team, Tony
Currie (the Tony Currie!) will be presenting an audio-visual extravaganza
titled "Branding the Sixties“ taldng a look at the way the [TV stations created
their on-screen identities through animations, music and announcers. Station
opening sequences, idents and blokes with wide lapels {including Tony
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himself!) will take you back to an age of mnocence when Martin Lambie Nairn
wasjustaschoolhoy,andadogwasalittlcanimalthatbarked. '

Tony'15 currently prolific among the continuity staff at BBC Scotland,
where you can hear his duleet tones across the airwaves of BBC Choice and
BBC Radio Scotland as well as on the two mainstream BBC channels north of
the border. This all—day vintage television festival takes place on Saturday 20th
November hem 11.00-20.0{3 at the United Services Club, Queensway,
Birmingham {a few minutes' walk from New Street station and the city
centre].

New video (re) releases
British Transport Films have a keen following among 405 Aline readers and
now that the rights in these productions has passed to the BFI, new
arrangements have been made for re-releasing them.

British hasportI-‘ilms‘tl'oll - The Classics
Par t lo fa  threevolumesct; itoontaiusfourfilmstEiimhethanExpi-ws
[1954}, Snowdrift At Bleath Gill [1955]| : Train Time (1952} and Forward To
First Principles [1966]. BFI 1FJ'I'BCI, £15.99.
British Transport Films Vol 2- Our Sceptered Isle -
5 classicfilm~poems markiugthe closingofthe age ofsteem trains, andtaldng
Yorkshire as their unifying theme. This Is York {1953], Farmer Moving South
[1952], Yorkshire Sands [1955}, North To The Dales {1963}, Fully Fitted
Freight {195 r). arr vrscz, £1599
British Transport Film Vol 3 -non Invitation To Travel
East Anglian Holiday {1954], Heart Of England (1954}, Holiday {195?}, Down
To Sussex (1964}, A Day On One's Own [1956}, A Future In Rail {1956}.
arouses, £45.99.

Available from Moviemail (01432-262910) at price shown plus £1 post and
packing per tape, and from other suppliers.

New test mrd music CD _
Cocktail Swing, available now at a special price of £1035 post—paid to 405
Alivers [£11.99 in the selected HMV shops), contains a goodly Selection of test
card favourites, interlude music plus television and radio themes of the eady
19:?fls. Represented are the Johnny Howard and Otto Keller Bands; the CD
captures the mood of this music veryF accurately. This is a 'real' CD, not a CD~R
made at home, and it is sold direct in order to contain costs. Cheques payable
to SJ. Wills, 48 Fairfield Road, Wmcliester, $022 63G.

Onliue auctions
There are now at least three major websites devoted to online auctions. The
following text describes Yahoo's site but ehay and amazon work exactly the
same. Both ehay and Yahoo have separate UK sections. Actually calling these
'auctions' may give the wrong impression; another way of describing them
would be as 1't'or sale' advertisements where the price is not fixed. The last
price offered is shown along with the time and date when the vendor intends
tocallitaday.Youcanthensend yourbidbye-mail and ifyouarethe highest
bidder, the goods are yours. You can find the strangest goods on these sites—
all you do is type in the category of item you are looking for, e.g. television



camera, video tape, etc. (you can be as specific as you like} or you can check
out the vast number of product categories. These include colletm'bles,
antiques, memorabilia and all sorts of hard-to—find items as well as more
mundane items. The system works equally well for vendors as it does-for'
buyers and there are online guides on using the system. Many vendors put a
photograph of the item for sale, which makes it easy to see what you are
bidding for.

Here 5 what Yahoo says, mainly about selling your treasures [buying 15
even easier!)...

- Yahoo!, the world’s favourite guide to the Internet, is launching its
new UK and Ireland auction service that gives you access to potentially
millions of UK and worldwide buyers in a person-to-person 'online

market place. Go to auctions.yahoo.co.uk and set out your stall now.

a You can sell items online, from the comfort and warmth of your ovm
home or office and there is no listing fee or commission to pay.

o You can sell almost anything through Yahoo! Auctions -- the
categories of goods for sale include collectibles, antiques, memorabilia,
toys 3: games and much more.

a To list an item all you need to do Is register for Yahoo! UK & Ireland
Auctions.

- When you’ve submitted your item, Yahoo! Auctions immediately
opens the bidding. You can set the starting price and the auction
running time.

a When the auction closes, you’ll get an e-mail with instructions on
contacting the winning bidder to complete the sale.

- All the information you need to get started is at the Yahoo! UK &
Ireland Auctions Sellers Guide. Go to: auctions.yahoo.co.uk

Addresses of all these websites are-—

www.ebay.com
wvnvnmaaonnom
http:ffauctions.yahoo.co.uk

You can also peruse Loot magazine online, at Wlootcom Happy hunting!

Vintage fideoHewsT"
The irrepressible Enrico Tedeschi announces he is producing a daily live video
transmission on vintage communications subjects over the IInternet. The time
is 18.05 {UK time} Mondays to Fridays. He aims to cover news of the world of
Y'mtage Electronics events and news, covering exhibitions, swapmeets, rallies,
publications, auctions, lectures etc. and generally all the news worth knowing.
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Starting Monday 14th Jone 1999, the transmission goes out at five minutes
after six o'clock in the evening (18.05} UK time and will last approximately 10
minutes. After the broadcast there will be a friendly discussion (chat). .

This time has hem chosen as the British telephone tariffs drop to an
acceptable level after 13 hours and most people come back from work (in UK,
of course] at about this time. He states: “For us the implementation of free
local evening calls from Incaltel has meant that we will have more resources
to put into production instead than into British Telecom pockets. This does
not mean that if you live overseas you might not like to connect all the same at
your [convenient or inconvenient) time. Thank you for supporting us."

For more details see www.ndirect.co.ulq/~e.tedeschifvideonews.hhn

Change of ownership _ _
The huge stock of old Radio Times and other BBC magazines previously sold
by Skymag of Strood, Kent has been sold to Len Kelly. It will take some time to
catalogue the complete collection but wants list accompanied by an SAE will
be attended to. ‘

- Len KELLY BOOKS, 6 Badlands, Blundell’s Road, Tiverton, E1116 GBU
[mess—assoc, fax 01384—242550]. _ '
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‘CIGLLECII'IIRSl LOT: A NATION 0F COIJEC’I'ORS, by Chrissie
Kravchenko. Published by Channel Four Books at £18.99.
Hardback, 160 pages, ISBN 0-7522-2196-5.

According to Channel Four, Collector's Lot is one of the most popular series
on antiques and collectibles on television. This new book is the official
Channel Four companion to this regular daytime programme, which takes a
light-hearted approach to collecting. The book reflects the fun that collecting
can be as well as its importance in terms ofpreserving artefaets and archiving
social history.

Collector’s Lot: A Hafioniof Collectors is divided thematically into
popular collecting areas—entertainment, printed materials, games and
hobbies, costume, gadgets, social history and the decorative arts. Each chapter ‘
features personal stories about unique collections—Margaret Tyler and her
royal memorabilia, Shirley fibre)? s Cliff Richard collection and David
Dunning’s loft full of Hoovers—giving the social history of the item and
illustrated with highlights of the collection.

Chrissie Kravchenko includes valuable advice on starting and
maintaining a collection, what to look for and where to buy as well as a useful

M
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reference section including listings of clubs, publications, museums and
auction houses. Television collectors will find two pages devoted to nostalgia
programming, whilst a page about television test cards is based on an
interview with peter Bowgett. There is also some advice on collecting old sets
from John Gillies and Michael Bennett-Levy. Overall, the text is sympathetic
but also rather anecdotal and inevitably, considering—the breadth of subjects
covered, fairly superficial. Little of the advice given would be new to the
seasoned collector but probably of great inspiration for newcomers. The
printing is superb, as is the reproduction of the more than 100 photographs
specially commissioned for the book. It‘s not a book to buy sight unseen,
however, and before buying you should definitely take a look to see if it will
satisfy you.

AE

BRITISH CHILDREN'S TELEVISION RESEARCH GUIDE 1950-
1999, by Richard Down, Richard Mal-son and Christopher Perry.
Two volumes. _

An updated and hugely expanded version of an earlier Guide we released. The
new book is so big it has had to be split into two volumes and info is now
featured on over 600 more detailed series than before including Crackerjack,
Animal Magic, Jim'ii Fix It, Teletubbies, Rainbow, Magpie and Runoround.
All archive holdings have been updated and all series made by the Children's
departments have been included, so drama series such as Grange Hill now
live here {with plot synopses].

Demand for the new book is expected to be high. If you wish to secure
an order in the initial batch please send £35 plus £6.60 p&p (£41.60 total)
made payable to Kaleidoscope to:

Kaleidoscope Publishing
4'? Ashton Road, Ashton Gate
Bristol
BS3 EEQ.

Happy reading! _
Chris Perry

Talldng of children's E?) television, the original scripts for The Magic
Roundabout, by Eric Thompson, have been published in paperback. There
are four titles, sold in sets of two at £11.98 per pair. Sets are Adventures of
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H-H-H Happy Birthday, Hancock!
"The only happiness I could achieve is to perfect the talent I have,
however small it may be... if the time came when i found out that I
had come to the end of what I could develop out of' my own ability, I
wouldn't want to do it anymore." - .

Tony Hancock

On 12th May we celebrate what would have been one of the funniest
comedian’s of this century, '3'5'5i1 birthday, if only he hadn’t felt he’d “come to
the end of his ability” on 24th June 1963.

Pompous, petty and argumentative, the absurd adventures of Anthony -
Aloysius Hancock and the other motley residents of 23 Railway Cuttings hit a
chord with the British public. With exceptional scripts that . extended the
boundaries of comedy writing by RAY GaLTON and MAN SIMPSON (Steptoe
And Son), and also featuring the legendary SIDNEY JAMES (Can-y On), the
radio series ran from 1954 and then concurrently with the television series
from 1956 to 1963 and has proved hugely influential. _

At the height of his fame, so many people tuned into Hancock’s Half Hour on
television, that pub landlords and shopkeepers protested to the BBC because
their pubs and shops were empty. His enduring popularity is clear from the
recent Radio Times comedy poll in which Hancock’s Half Hour was voted the
most popular radio comedy series.

BBC Worldwide is releasing a video cassette, Hmtcock’s Half Hour — The
Train Journey on 4th May {£12.99}. a: the same time BBC Radio Collection
celebrates Tony Hancock’s T5“! birthday with a new release Tony Hancock: A
Celebration, produced by Richard Edie—a compilation of clips from the radio
and tv show, introduced and linked by Ray Galton and Alan Simpson, the
writers of Hancock’s Hah‘Hour. The twin-tape pack costs £8.99 and runs two
hours. Release date 4113 May. BBC Radio Collection also re-issues Volumes 1-8
of Honcockh Half Hour on audio in new packaging (£3.99 each}.

There are two organisations devoted to the man’s memory. For further
information on The Tony Hancock Appreciation Society, please contact
Bernard Holland on 0161-612 Tami or write to Tony Hancock Appreciation
Society, 426 Romford Road, Forest Gate, London, E? BDF. There is also a.
Tony Hancock Society, whose address is 89 Woodthorne Road South,
Tettenhall, Wolverhampton, WV6 BEL '

1' _
‘3' By the way. the BBC has released several more video tapes in

its Comedy Greats series. More details below and in the next
issue.

m
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Comedy Greats
PETER COOK G' DUDLEY MOORE

Cat. Number-33$? 6?96
Price: £12.99 _
Running Time: 99 mins. approx.
Released: - 7 June 1999

A truly unique comedy partnership from the 60s and T05, PETER COOK and
DUDLEY MOORE were part of the “new wave” of comedians that swept away
all the old ideals of television comedy. Inspirational to a whole generation of
comedians, this video presentation features sketches from one of their most
famous shows: Not Only But Also.

Written and conceived by PETER COOK and DUDLEY MOORE, Not Only But
Also developed the alreadyr famous partnership with sketches that have
become legendaryr with three series running from 1965 until 19%. Often
described as the perfect double act with their obvious physical dissimilar-ides,
theirs was a match made in heaven. With MOORE's uncontrollable laughter
and OOOK’s ad-libs, “Pete and Dad” became national institutions and corned}r
leguds.

With the dirt};r raincoats and cloth caps that were to become their trademark,
the bond between them'rs obvious with Dad flying to attempting to keep a
straight face.

The. video features a selection of sketches from the original black and white
series including the Leaping Nuns plus Oooks’s Arthur Grecb-Streehling to
Dad’s jazz singer Bo Dudle].r and many more.

With much of the original black and white television programmes missing
from the BBC archive, the 101 minutes salvaged for this video release are even
more precious.

FASCINATING FACTS ON PETE COOK AND
DUDLEY MOORE '

. Dudley Moore was born on Good Friday, 19th April 1935 and was
presented to his mother by the midwife as "her hot cross bun". The son
oi a railway:r electrician Dudley won a scholarship to Magdalen
College, Oxford.



. Peter Cook was born on the ll"Ih November 195?, the son of the Colonial
Service's District Officer for Nigeria.

. Peter and Dud ley Ifirst met in 1960 when they, with Jonathan Miller and
Alan Bennett were brought together by the Edinburgh Festival’s John
Bassett to concoct a late-night revue there called Beyond fire Fnhge.

. Nor 0m)! Bur Also was originally conceived as a 45 minute TV variety
special starring Dudley and directed by Joe McGrath.

. Joe and Dudley asked Peter if he would care to make a guest
appearance on the show. His response was "I'll have to think about this
very carefully—I’ll do it!"

. Not any Bur Also ran for three series, comprising seven shows each
from 1965 until 1WD. ' .
- k 

‘ _ - I

. There was also a Boxing Day special in '1 9645 that featured John Lennon
as a doorman to a public lavatory, Members Only

. 0f the 22 programmes, only six complete shows and a few filmed items
have not~been destroyed. '

. The show's best loved characters were the uninformed Dad and the
misinformed Pete, who always wore cloth caps, scarves and raincoats
and who shared more than a passing interest in what they invariably
termed to be “Busty Substances.”

10. Many of the names mentioned by Dud and Pete in their l"'[Ilagenham

Dialoguesl were real people from Dudley’s adolescence.

The signature tune Goodyeeee. is peppered with phrases like "fata
tata" because Peter and Dudley never got around to writing proper
lyrics. Nevertheless the song reached Number 13 in the charts. in July
1965.

Prepared by Paul Hamilton of the Peter Cook Appreciation
Society. if you would like more information on Peter Cook send a
3.AE. to Peter Cook Appreciation Society, 15 Temple Dwellings,
Temple Street, Bethnal I3reen, London E2 606 or visit the
website at wwmscream. demon. cask/Hashim!
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BACKROOM GOON—Part: I
John P. Hamilton retells taH tales ofGoonery and Hutch
more to Chris Smith

lvly BBC career started on Sunday August 4th 1943 as a trainee
Recorder. l was based at Broadcasting House where we worked a
shift pattern of 72 hours on and T2 hours oft. We caught some sleep
when we could, sometimes on bunk beds in the Concert Hall, and
quite often in the basement of the Langham Hotel across the road from.
Broadcasting House. it was all very exciting for a young lad especially
as the Blitz started not long after I arrived in the Big City. There were
already a number of outside studios in use, such as the Monsigneur, a
converted news cinema at Marble Arch, and the Criterion Theatre in
Piccadilly Circus, both the stage area and the basement. I managed to
cram in a great deai of experience before i went off into the RAF early
in 1943. i had volunteered for aircrew, and as the RAF was getting a bit
short by then I was called up and said au revoir to the Beeb until 194?.

Having survived the back end of the unpleasantness with Adolf in one
piece, the BBC graciously offered me my old job- back—at marginally
less money than His Majesty had been paying me—and l graciously
accepted. I found that not a great deal had changed in my absence.
Recorded Programmes Department and Programme Engineering (PE)
were still divided. PEs did the balance and control work or ‘knob
twiddling’, aided by the Junior Programme Engineers, known as
'Jeeps’, who played out commercial gramophone records, mainly iBs,
and did effects in such early soaps as Front Line Famiry a sort of
wartime forerunner of Mrs Dares Dian! known to the workers as ’ivirs
Doyie's Dairy’.

We Recorded Programmes Assistants (RPAs) were part of the
Programme Division and paid ever so slightly more than the PEs. This
led to a bit of friction and before long the Powers That Be got the
message and we were amalgamated to form Studio Management.
There were various grades within the Unit, but the move stopped the
bickering about who would do what on such shows as Down Your Way;
which came into being in the late 19485 and was made up. of the
recorded interviews and the request records which were, of course,
commercial recordings.

We were shunted off in groups to the Training Schooi at Evesham and
we ali learnt one another's jobs. One of the PEs on my course was
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Bobby Jaye, who later did the panel on The Goon Show but after I had

left the Beeb for ITV. He and I worked on other shows together, and
Bobby finished up as Head of Variety before he retired.-

After the Evesham course, the field opened up and I did stints at all the
London bases for about 0 year. That meant working at Bush House
with the European service, as well as at Broadcasting House with the
Mobile Recording Unit, running around the country with Down Your
Way and Top of the Fonn and so on. But eventually a vacancy opened

up at Aeolian Hall, home of the Variety Department and I got the iob.
Deep Joy. Because i was mereiy brilliant as a disc player I did a lot of
that to start with on shows like Scrapbook produced by the great
Vernon Harris. Then i started doing more and more spot effects.

The Variety Department gave birth to quite a iot of ‘light’ drama,
i.e. unlike the heavier stuff produced by the big, grown-up Drama
Department back at Broadcasting House. A lot of it was written-by
some of the some guys who wrote jokes for the funny shows. An early

series i worked on was a boxing tale called Seconds Out. The only
member of the cast 1 can cali to mind was Harry Towb, but then Harry
was in everything! Naturally it called for a lot of punching noises and

my fellow effects man was another ear-EPA chum coiled Richard
Dingley—ex—RN, very pukka, but a great character. —

We were both very new to ’spot' and we found that we couldn't fake
the ring noises adequately with anything we tried, so we went out and

bought two pairs of boxing gloves, stripped to the waist and
pummelied hell out of one another. The cast died laughing but the
producer thought it was marvellous. I didn't, we were black and blue
for weeks, but the noises were right and that's all that mattered.

My first working relationship with Peter Eton was on a similar show with
o sporting theme—about motor racing—l can't remember the titie. I
know we went to Greenwood, which had a cor circuit in those days to
record cars tearing around, pit noises and so on because the disc
effects library didn't have what Peter wanted. He and I become great
friends and later when he took over The Goon Show from Dennis Main
Wilson l was delighted to be asked by Peter to join the team. 1 was to
do Series 3, 4 and 5, as explained in the Goon Show-Companion by
Roger Wilmut {andwhat a wonderfully well researched book it is].

*3 This account appeared first in the magazine of the Goon Show
Preservation Society and We are most gratefui to them and to
Chris Smith for permission to reprint it. Part 2 . with John entry
into flie world of television, foiiows in our next issue.
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TELEVISION AND THE CINEMA:
The early years (1908  to 1939)
Andy Henderson '

Television had featured in cinema films long before it had been proved as a
scientific fact. Possibly the earliest commercial film to feature television as
part of the main plot is the 1908 George Melies film Le Photographic
Eiectrique it Distance. This short six—minute film told the story of how Melies _
(playing an inventor) transmits the faces of an old couple across his
laboratory. This scenario allowed Melies to play with his typically quaint
double exposure tricks. Up to this film, the most common scientific novelty
was the exploitation of the imagined comic effects of X—rays and electricity.
The use of X—rays in particular had brought a deluge of films based on 'Magc
Mirrors‘ which could reveal or transmit images. The phrase"Magic Mirror' had
its roots in bath the distorted type seen in the fairs of the time and in Chinese
mirrors which had translucent qualifies when distorted in a special vacuum
case. The Melies film broke new ground by using a scientific idea not
commonly known at the time. '

Four years passed before the Edison company took up the idea of distant
electric vision with How Patrick's Eyes Were Opened. Another comedy film,
this time featuring ‘The Projecto—Optician' device which attaches to 'your
telephone and see the person you talk with’. In the simple story told in 10
minutes, Patrick is a building contractor who sees his girlfriend on his 'screen',
who is scheming to get after his money ! '

The use of television-type devices as part of the set decorations began to
appear during the next decade in serials such as The New Exploits Cy’ Elaine
[1915] or Die Spinnen [The Spiders) from 1919. The birth of practical
mechanical television brought a bizarre film from Universal in 1925, Up The
Ladder. In this predictable comedy the inventor hem played by Forrest
Stanley has invented a 1Ltelevision-scope'. He needs capital to develop his
system, which is provided by him marrying a wealthy heiress.

This film came just before the remarkable UFA film Metropolis (1926}.
Although not integral to the plot, this film has perhaps the first substantial
serious use of television as a communications medium and a means of
inhibiting surveillance. The industrialist boss played by Alfred Abel uses a
closed-circuit videophone and sees the classes at work through his television
screen. In a untypical flourish of imagination, Gaumont—British made the first
‘talking film’ to feature television. This was High flu-ensue, which was directed
by the prolific Maurice Elvey. At the time the film was praised by Brifish
crifics as an example of how superior talking films were being made in Britain.

W
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u it were possible for them to be forced to watch the film today, they would no
doubt retract their prefious enthusiasm.

Not too far away BIP [British International Pictures) were making Elstree'
Calling [1930). This was a British attempt to emulate the early Hollywood film
revues. It is fair to say that the result was inferior. The whole film is centred
around comic Gordon Harker, who has a television from which he flies {with
various reception problems) to watch various acts transmitted from the BIP
studios (such as Will Fyfe and Anna Mae Wong). As the Hollywood efiorts
usually had a master of ceremonies, we have Tommy Handley to introduce
acts that range from amusing to downright pathetic. At one point a hint at
colour television is used as an excuse to show a few Pathecolor stencil colour
sequences. Some of the links were directed by Alfred Hitchcock. When asked
years later of his involvement in the film, he replied 'of no interest‘. The film is
set in 1936 , which is a spot-on prediction.

Hot on the heels was the Fox film Just Imagine, which was the first science
fiction musical. This was intended as a foflmv success to the previous film
SunnySide Up (1929) which had been scored by De Sylva, Brown and
Henderson. The irritating Swedish clown El Brendel featured with Maureen 0'
Sullivan in a tale of love between J-21 and Ill-18. The huge model'city sets
were very reminiscent of Metropolis. The next major film to feature television
was the 1933 film; Der Tunnel {Bavaria Film Co}; which was made in three
versions - German, French and English. This was the story of the Transatlantic
Tunnel. The film was banned from redistribution in Britain at the outbreak of
war.

Germany also contributed the 1934 Die Welt Ghne Moshe (The World
Unmasked). This was a comedy about an inventor {highly unoriginal by this
time] who had invented a television device to see through walls. That same
year Radio Parade @1935 (RIP, 1934] was another British attempt to try an
'American type' musical film. In this effort, Will Hay is the boss of a wireless
station, all of which is basically a framing device to lead a feeble plot which
allows such people as Ted Ray, Ronald Frankau and Helen Chandler to
feature. After the plot is 1wrapped up, we see the premiere 'of a uewbig—screen
colour television. At this point the black and white gives way to Dufaycolor (an
additivefullcolourprocessusedforthefirsttimeinafeaturefilm). 'l‘wo
musical sequences follow to finish the picture. Sadly today the first of these
sequences only exists partially in colour.

Around this time a large number of serials”, notably Undersea Kingdom
(Republic, 1935} and Flash Gordon (Universal, 1936}, brought television in
the form of various types of 'visualiser' devices. They would form a staple part
of serial plotlines fortwenty years. Also notable were 'home of the future‘ type
films such as made by the electricity companies. In these we see families:
watching the latest entertainment shows (in reality clips usually wrenched
from filmssnch as Just Imagine]. Plenty of Thnejbr Play, an advertising film
made in 1934 by the Electrical Development Association is an example; it
shows a vision of life in 20 years time, including a simulation of large-screen
television
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011 the more serious side, the British film The Tunnel (Gamnont, 1936) was a
remake of the earlier German film. Television was featured to realistic effect in
the mining sequences. The standout British film- Things To Come (Inndon
Films, 1936] featured large and small screen television in the spectacular 2036
sequences We even see Sir Cedric Hanvicke appeal to the citizens of
"Everytown through a giant glass Til screen lowered from an enormous
ceiling. London Films also supplied 0 Planes [1939], which took 'a bit of a stab
at imagining the aeroplane of the future. It notably starred Ralph Richardson
and Laurence Olivier. _

The final pee-war film {and the last to feature Til as a real novelty] was
Television Spy (Paramount, 1939). This was the melodramatic tale involving
Anthony Quinn as an international spy who steals plans for a long—range
television system.

===ooOUfloo===
filtbouglr malntalnlng the lllm theme, the following artlcle 'ls
technically 'oll-toplc’ because ltis about rad'lo, .not telewslon. All
the same l know lt wlll appeal to many of our readers.
Undoubtedly lt cannot be the last aurorar on the subject and your
feedback will be most welcome. lncldentalm- tlrls same artlcle is
a loretaste of our new magarlne Radio Days, a radlo companlon
to 405 Alive, wlrlcb null launclr later tbls year. For detalls watch
tlrls space!

RADIO ON THE SILVER SCREEN
Denis Gifl’ard, with assistance from Alex Gleason,
Grahame N ewnharn and Andy Emmersan

The 19305 were the Golden Age of British broadcasting. Crystal'sets and cat’s-
whiskers had given way to superhets and radiograms, and the hot topic on the
8.30 to town, or over tea for two and a welsh rarebit at the ABC {Aerated
Bread Company, that was}, was who is 'The Marquis' in the current Paul
Temple serial, or did you hear that rat—catcher on In Town Tonight? The week '
was bounded by Monday Night at Seven at one end and Saturday night Music
Hall at the other. In between there were the crazy catchphrases of Danger -
Men At Work and Henry Hall and his Boys playing the latest misadventures of
Rusty and Dusty Brown. Broadcasters were instant heroes: did you know the
Zoo Man's name was David Seth Smith? Can you do Mr Growser ['It's
disgrrrrracefull'), and crikey, did you hear the Radio Doctor say 'bmvels'? The
only magazine ever delivered to ourhouse was The Radio Times, and required
reading at playtime was Radio Fun. _

Small wonder then that Elstree should tune in to this new phenomenon to
bring to the eager eyes of w—strained listeners glimpses of our faceless
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favourites. The first films were home-grown variants of Hollywood's Big
Bmodcosts. Then came the actual adaptations of radio shows, like Arthur
Askey‘s Bond Waggon and the most famous radio series of all time, Tommy
Handley’s m. — . '

So here is a pick of the wireless wonders, from star—studded parades to big—
screen spin-ofis. Polish your crystals, dust your earphones, top up your
accumulators, and switch on to our programme of radio fun! [This article was
written originally to preview a season ofmdio-reietedfiims at the National
Fihn Theatre] - _

The Adventures of P049 (1949}; A Case for P049 (1951)
Adventures of professional sleuth.

The Armchair Detective (1951]
Spin-off from Ernest Dudley’s top-rated radio crime series.

Back Room Boy {1942) _
Arthur Askey is employed at Broadcasting House to ‘play the
pips' every hour on the BBC. ‘

Band Waggon [1940) _
This was the radio series that set the pattern for every comedy
show to come: a regular time, a regular day, a resident cast of
comedians, characters and catchphrases plus dance—band
interludes. The capers of Big Hearted Arthur Askey and his
playmates, Dicky 'Stinlter’ Murdoch, Basil and Lucy the pigeons,
and Lewis the Goat (not to mention Mrs Bagwash and her
daughter Nausea}, were pure radio, totally believable, and
perfectly picturised by Gainsborough.

BBC—111a Voice of Britain [1935}
A seldom-seen documentary celebrating the multifarious work
of the BBC in studios and transmitters around the county.

Cafe Colette [1936)
Radio variety show in a continental setting put onto screen with
musical turns and spice added for good measure.

The Case of the Muklrinece Battlehorn [1956)
Radio’s The Goons [minus Secornbe‘) in a short.

The Crimes of Stephen Hawke (1936] '
Tod Slaughter directed this film as well as starring in it alongside
Eric Portman and Marjorie Taylor. In this bizarre story we find
that the kindly money-lender and the fiendishltiller known as
the ‘Spine Breaker’ share a secret. they are one and the same
man. But the opening of this horror classic is a studio recreation
of the programme In Town Tonight, with Flotsam and Jetsam
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performing one of their topical numbers— why it is difficult to
say!

Crooks' Tour [1940) '
Unique example of radio taking from the cinema and vice versa.
Here are Basil Redford and Naunton Wayne in their classic
characters of Charters and Caldioott. Created for Hitchcock s The
Lady Vonishes by Frank launder and Sidney Gilliat, they proved
so popular that the screenwriters contrived a radio serial around
them. Croois' Tour was such a success that John Baxter
snapped it up for British National. Greta Gynt's striptease
sequence was something radio could not cope with.

Death at Broadcasfing House (1934]
The powerful BBC myth is well illustrated by this murder
mystery set in the most publicised lump of pre-war architecture.
The overdone mystique of sound broadcasting is amply
demonstrated by the studio bistrionics of the genuine Head of
Drama, Val {brother of John) Gielgud, who can only blame
himself: he also wrote the story. Guest star glimpses of Hannen
Swafl'er and the Gershom Parkington Quintet.

Dick Barton — Special Agent (1943]
Dick Barton Strikes Back (1949)
Dick Barton at Bay {1950]
Peace time radio brought a new kind of violence, a nightly
knockabout with Dick Burton - Special Agent (drum-roll
followed by The Devil’s Gallap’ followed by 'Quick! Jock!
Snowy!’ ‘Right, Captain BartonI‘}. Kids loved it, of course, and
perhaps it is fitting that the three Barton films should have been
made in a slaphappy Saturday matinee manner But beware!
leave your critical faculties at home, or it will he the worse for
you!
Discoveries (1939]
Genie] Carroll Levis breeaed into British broadcasting bringing a
welcome transatlantic touch as he proved, week alter neck, that
'the unknown stars of today are truly the stars of tomorrow!”
Your chance to wonder about the whereabouts of David
Delmonte, dramatic mouologist, and Dump and Tony, laurel
and Hardy lookalikes. Bright burlesque of prewar commercial
radio, despite being the film that five the world There’ll Always
Be An England‘.

Down Among the Z-Men (1952)
Watered-down off-radio goonery with Mifligan as Private Beulah,
Sellers as an unfunny Major Bloodnoclr, Bentine as a mad
professor and Secomhe virtually playing himself. Professor loses
secret formula at army camp, leading to mix-up with crooks and



Droitwich {1934]
Brief BBC documentary outlining the construction of the mighty
Droitwich transmitter, from initial planning and site survey
stages to the eventual opening

Elstree Calling (1930)
It’s arguable whether this film deserves a mention here since it is
devotedto afilm smdiotryingtolay onatelevision showinthe
all-star revueformat. Bethatasit may, it isconsiderfi an first-

. rate showcase of the light entertainment (and thus radio
entertainment) talent of the time—the cast listis endless.’

Happidrorne [1943)
Messrs. ‘Enoch, Rainsbottom and Me’ (Mr Lovejoy) tell the story
of how they teamed up to create their popular down-market
variety shows.

‘ Hi Gang! {1941)
The war-torn 19405, when wireless meant almost everything,
brought a new wave of transatlantic enthusiasm to the stufl‘y
corridors of the BBC. Spearheading the attack, Hollywood
veterans Bebe Daniels and hubby Ben Lyon, with Vic Oliver
(England's Favourite American Comedian”) in strong support.
They used their Ali-American know-how in their fast-moving
show, Hi Gang! Plus it ’came to you from the heart of Iondon‘ -
live!

Highlights of Radio (1951)
Mocke broadcast featuring Erie Winstone and his band.

In Town Tonight [1934}
Downright theft of a BBC programme title to present a
succession of variety turns' in a pleasantly cheap setting.

It’s That Man Again (1943)
The most famous radio series of all time, Tommy Handley's
m.  It kept Britain laughing through the dark 19405 and into
the utility years when Mayor Handley‘s jibes at oficialdom
became even more sharp-edged. Here in an expensive, some
thought ill—advised, visualisation, are all the fabulous characters,
from 'After you, Ciaude' to 'Uan I do yer now, sir?‘ Plus a bit part
for young Jean Kent.

The Kentucky Minstrels (1934)
Smtt and 1ii'ii'haley (black-faced comedians} perform their cross-
talk routines and sing—songs‘popularised and performed by the
minstrel choir of Harry S. Pepper and C. Denier Warren.

Let’s Be Famous [1939]
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An easy-going comedy which in truth is a vehicle for introducing
radio personalities of the day, including Betty Driver, Sonnie
Hale, Basil Redford, Miiton Rosmer and Garry Marsh. Of
particular interest is a lengthy sequence in'the studios of ‘Radio
France’, a pastiche of Radio Normandie.

Life ‘With The Lyons [1953}
Peace brought a much needed respite from transatlantic flag-— _ _ '-
waggery with the birth of the 'sit-com', Mrs Dale's Diary with
laughs. Bebe and Ben, fingers ever on the public puke, found a
whole new career in their long—running Life with the Lyons
series, and launched their real-life family, Barbara and Richard,
into showbiz. Radio stalwarts Horace Percival, Molly Weir and
Doris Rogers support.

The Lyons' 1n Paris (1954]
Hi—jinks at home and abroad with Ben, Bebe, Richard and
Barbara.

Meet Mr Penny {1933}
Richard Goolden’ s Ioveable, hut troubled, little hero continues
his little adventures.

Meet Simon Cherry (1949]
Radio’s trouble—shooting reverend fights crime in the Home
Counties.

Melody and Romance (193'!)
Little Hughie Green and his gang overcome adversity to appear
on the BBC.

Music Hath Charms {1935]
And so hath Henry Hall, the shy, bespectacled conductor of the
BBC Dance Orchestra, The trade calied it 'an ear-tickling
extravaganza of melody, song, comedy and drama, effectively
and shrewdly designed to give full vent to England's Dance Band
Number fine? And as Henry and the Boys, not forgetting
vocalists Hfldegarde and Dan Donovan, get into the swing, you'll
join the famous wish: ‘Here's to the next time!'

The Navy Lark (1959)
The last major radio spin-off to transfer to the silver screen,
starring Leslie Phillips with C.P.0. Jon Pertwee replacfi by the
more cinematically bankable Ronald Shiner.

On The Air (1933)
1Variety quickie including Roy For: and His Band; Wilson, Keppel
and Betty; comedians Clapham and Dwyer; vocalist Derek
Oldham and a very youthful Mas Wall.
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Send for Paul Temple (1946); Paul Temple’s Triumph
(1950); Paul Temple Returns {19.52}
Adventures'of amateur sleuth.

Playtime for Workers {1943}
Almost sounds like Worker-5’ Playtime, doesn t it? 1ill'a'artilne pick-
me—up best remembered for Scott Sanders moving ballad The
Japanese, the Jerries and the Wops.

Radio lover [1936} .
Ordinary little man with fine singing voice and friend with good
looks but no voice hoodwink the BBC into creating a new
national heart-throb. Starring 1Wylie Watson, Jack Molford and
Ann Penn.

Radio Parade of 1935 [1934}
Its oombinafion of broadcasting stars caught in the act (Ted Ray
'Fiddling and Fooling? with a satirical storyline (Will Hay as a
lightly-disguised John Keith) proves once ago that Britain
could make 'em and might have made more had Arthur Woods
not died so young. Incidentally, of the first ever Radio Parade
[1933), nought remains save the trailer.

Radio Pirates [1935)
Two chums gang together to form a pirate station, much to the
BBC's annoyance!

spotlight on the BBC [1952}
Short cinema documentary on the work of BBC radio [television
is oonsidered too unimportant to warrant considerationl].

Trouble In The Air [1948)
Village bellt'ingers-including Freddie Friniaon, Sam Costa and
Jon Pertwee—are preparing to broadcast on the BBC. Villainous

- machinations by spivs are thwarted by radio commentator
Jimmy Edwards.

The Thu-verity Questions Murder Mystery {1949)
Another death at Broadcasting House!

Variety Hour [193?]
Miscellaneous entertainers: appear on broadmst, linked by
humorous radio commentary? by Clapham and Dwyer.

We’ll Meet Again [1942}
Vaguely ”Vera Lynn’s bio-pic with Brefai 0’ Rourke as eccentric
BBC producer who ‘disoovers’ radio’s sweetheart.

What Would You Do, Chums? [1939}
Syd Walker reprising his radio role as the loveable rag and bone
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man, solving moral dilemmas and bringing lovers together
again.

So far we have mentioned only full—length feature films; to satisiy the cinema’s
insatiable demand for entertainment there were many shorts as well. One
film—maker who managed to cash in most successfiflly on this boom was
Horace Shepherd, whose company was called Inspiration Films. This
indefatigable film maker had a knack for creating short, low—cost films
depicting light music and orchestral performers made famous by the BBC. The
films are redolent of the 19305 and a delight to watch; they use period footage
of London street scenes and rural tranquillity, as well as the services of Alan
Howiand, the well-known newsreel commentator. Pages from the Radio
Times and Radio Pictorial are used as cues for the musical items, whilst the
commentary in several films makes reference to BBC radio and television. In
fact the shnpie camera and studio techniques are very similar to the BBC
television programmes of the pre-war period.

The first series of films are entitled BBC Musicals, which has misled some
peeple into thinking these programmes had some official connection with the
BBC,b1rt this is not the case. The films were shown in the cinema and later
released on 16mm for home cine viewing. Titles include:

BBC Musical No.1.
The Cedric Sharpe Sextet with Edwin Styles and a little comic
relief.

BBC Musical No. 2. _ _
leslie Jefl'ries and his Orchestra play The Canary and other
numbers from the Grand Hotel, Eastbourne. This is the full-
length version; many prints have the travelogue opening with

_ topical references removed. Also includes Esther Coleman and a
comedy routine with Tommy Handley and Wyn Clare fighting
over radio programmes.

BBC Musical No. 3 .
MariodePietroandhisEsh1diantina.Inthisfilmwetakea
lightning flight from London to Paris and back, using nothing
more than old silent—era stock footage bought in cheap plus
some imaginative camera work with picture postcards! Nice
London buses though.

BBC Musical No. 4.
Reginald King and his Orchestra play some of Mr King’s
successes. '

BBC Musical No. 5.
Alfredo Campoli and his Orchestra.

BBC Musical No. 6.
Eugene Pini and his Tango Orchestra.
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Radio Nights.
Medley of items and artistes.

AMusical Cocktail. _ _
Medley of items and artistes, humorous presentation.

Melodies of the Moment.
Medley of items and artistes, including Leslie Jefiries Orchestra,
Mfredo Campoli Orchestra and Eugene Pini and his Tango
Orchestra.

Tunes of the Times.
Medley of items and artistes, featurmg a visit to Tin Pan Alley
and the Queen' 5 Hall. _

Many other shorls with a radio theme were made; Radio Rhythm featuring
Debroy Somers and his hand'15 one, whilst The Magic Box is a Pathétone
Weekly feature of 1932. Approx. 5 minutes long, it stars Jack Hylton and His
Orchestra and is introduced by Rex Palmer {Uncle Re: of the BBC). We take a
visit to the marvellous Hllrfl‘iJr factory at Hayes where we see the latest radio
gramophones being made, making the chassis, cutting the grilles' m the front
panels, assembling the cabinets. Then we visit a recording studio where Jack
Hylton 1s cutting his latest record Choc-Choc. I t 'Is very well filmed, 24—carat
material In fact.

THE DIAVl-SOR AND GUM GUAIACUM
Ray Herbert gives the first description for 50
gears ofa novel system of projection television

Most of us enjoy browsing through old television and radio magazines. Not
necessarily searching for specific information, but'In the hope that something
intermtmg maybe found which escaped a previous trawl.

In an article on large-screen television techniques written in 1936, a mention
is made of the Diavisor, linking it with the work of J.L. Baird. Despite
enquiries, very little information could be found and clearly, some research
needed to be done.

A search through laboratory notebooks and other material passed on to me by
former Baird employees, revealed that John Baird had taken out several
patents relating to this device. Unlike the Kerr cell, which modulates the
scanning beam of light projected on to a screen, the Diavisor produces a
complete image of varying opacity in the path of a separate and constant
source of light. This can be achieved because some substances have the
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unusual property of obstructing the passage of light to a varying degree when
subjected to electronic bombardment, or in some cases, ultra—violet radiation.
In Baird’s 1929 patent it seem that the optically-sensitive substance was gum
guaiacum, a powder which is soluble in alcohol to produce a transparent
solution.

There is no firm evidence that any working models were demonstrated, but Dr
Clarence Tierney, chairman of the Television Society, in his article in the
February 1929 issue of the magazine Television, reported having seen a
television picture projected on to a 4 feet diameter screen. Details of a later
form of Diavisor were described by |Capt. AGE. West, technical director of
Baird Television Ltd, in one of his lectures. He pointed out that “a special form
of this principle has been suggested by Baird and relied by him a Diaviscr,
whereby each little element of the screen consists of a polarised light cell, the
transmission of light through which is controlled by a cathode-ray beam
modulated from the received vision signal”.

The illustration shows the general arrangement and it can be seen that the
cathode-ray tube does not itself provide the means of producing the projected
light beam but merely serves to activate the material which Is able to vary its
degree of transparency to form wha t '15 in efiefl a continuously changing
lantern slide.

The Institute of Applied Physics in Zurich developed a large screen television
projector using the Diavisor principle. It depended upon the ability of a
modulated cathode-ray beam to charge the surface of a thin film of liquid so
that the stresses produced altered the passage of light from an arc lamp. It was
a very complex piece of equipment and the high-intensity projection cathode-
ray tube could achieve comparable results with far less components.

Dr JELH. Rosenthal of Scophony has described a system where opaque areas
are formed on a transparent screen when a cathode-ray beam impinges upon a
special film of ionic mystals composed of halide salts. Rosenthal is well known
as the inventor of the Skiatron. During the early war years he published details
of the proposed application of these techniques to large screen television
pictures. Although at first sight it appeared to he an attractive solution, G.
Wikkenhauser writing in Electronic Engineering drew attention to some
inherent problems. The most significant were the lac]: of contrast due to the
exponential decay of the dark trace and the time taken to erase the picture.

So far, references to the Diavisor have related to its use for television
projection and it is strange that 'Scophony Ltd should have given the same
name to their electronic camera in 1939. It has been stated that the Dimdsor
was the subject of a British registered trade mark in 1936 but it is not known if
the Baird Company was involved.

Seventy years on, John Baird's original 1929 concept for projecting television
pictures was used in a very much modified form at the IEE last May during
Donald McLean’s lecture, Restoring Band’s Image. The modern version has
been designed and produced by Barco Ltd, in Belgium. A liquid crystal display
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replaces gum guaiaoum and a metal halide lamp is used instead ofan are light.
It is claimed that this arrangement produces an image up to 30 times brighter
than'can be obtained with convenfional cathode—ray tube projectors. _
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THE AMAZING TELEBOX
Although the Dinosaur Band I modulator is no longer produced, this has not
reduced the number of enquiries received on buying and building modulators.
It's true you can obtain one from Radiocraft but their price is significantly
higher than the Dinosaur product - -

Needs must when the devil drives and one viable alternative is to build your
own. The task is simplified if ready-to—buy modules are used and the design
offered here has the merit of employing parts from an easily obtainable ea—
Rediffusion cable television product and requiring relalively few
modifications.

To make a sound and vision modulator for Band I 405rline television (is. with
an output on one of the channels between 1 and 5), you will need to .
cannibalise two Rediffusion units, one for the sound carrier and one for the
vision signal. There is no shortage of these Rediffusion tuners fortunately; you
can either buy them from a company called Display Electronics (actually one
of the two video-related companies confusingly both culled Display
Electronics!) or else you can also pick them up at some boot fairs and amateur
radio ewapmeets [see events calendars in Proofical Pfireless or Ham Radio
Today magazines for details of local happenings]. From Display Electronics
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the unit costs £36. 95 each {the}:r call it their TELEBOX) whereas the];r go for £5
to £20 at swapmeets {you need to know what you are looking for and these
may be incompiete or non-woridng}.

The Display Electronics TELEBOX consists of an attractive fully cased
mains-powered unit, which, as it stands, converts off-air UHF broadcast
channeis to a composite video outputready to plug directly into most
video monitors and recorders. Push button controls on the front
panel allow reception of 3 fully tuneable off-air UHF colour television
or video channels. A variant, TELEBOX MB, covers virtually all
television frequencies VHF and UHF including the HYPERBAND as
used by most cable TV operators. For com-plate compafibility, even for
monitors without sound, an integral 4-watt audio amplifier and low
levei 'Hi-Fi audio output are provided on all models.

Power Requirements: 200-140 Volts AC at under i6 Watts.
Mechanical: Fully enclosed in two-tone charcoal ABS moulded _
shatterproof case.
Dimensions: 400 mm {I 5. 75") wide, 83 mm {3.15“} high, 203 mm {8"}
deep.-
Weight: Unpacked 2.7kg. {5.94ib), Packed 3.I5kg. {6.93Ib)
Order As: TELEBox ST _ '
Price: . £36.95 {shipping charge on Teleboit is £5.50)

MAIL ORDER {Office hours Mon—Fri 9.00 - 5:30) 32 Biggin Way,
Upper Norwood, London SE I9  3XF (0i 3! 6T9 44 I4, fax 0 I31 6??
Wile-mail: sales@distel.co.uk}
SHoP (not for maii order, open Mon—Sat 9.004130}
2 l5 Whitehorse Lane, South Norwood. 'On  685 bus route, near

' Thornton Heath and Selhurst Park Southern Electric stations.

And now here's an articie by Jeffrey Borinsky on now to turn
these devices into a functionai Band 1’ moduiator. It was first written
in 1 989, for Teie vision magazine, and has been updated where
necessary.

Until now most peopie who wanted a Band I modulator built David Inoser’s
excellent design (Television, October 1934) Making use of the Rediffusion
units provides a simpler approach with equally high-quality results. You have
to buy two of the Rediiifusion units to obtain two modulators.

f } :  {F l—'51 : "  : - .  "$17: A. —
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Modulator Conversion -
The first step is to extract the h..f modulator can — it’s the tuner-like can on
the right-hand PCB, near the mains transformer. The circuit of this module 15
shown to Fig. 1. Conversion details are as follows

Replace R2 (vision modulator only) with a 3K9 resistor
Replace R8 with a 560R resistor.
Replace C? with a 220R resistor.
Replace Ri3 with a IDpF capacitor.
Replace C3 with a fiBpF capacitor.
Replace (19 with a 4?pF capacitor.
Delete R22, 016 and 012.

In the sound modiflator, remove Tr2 and connect a 4?K resistor behaeen the
base and emitter connections.

Replace Kl with a 41.5MB: crystal. to the sound modulator and a
45.0MH2 crystal in the vision modulator. Add a 2K2 resistor acrossthe c1ystal
on the back of the PCB to provide damping.

Add a lqF capacitor from the carrier test point to chassis.
In the vision modulator, add a 1N4148 diode m series with R1 (cathode to '

R1)-

ThesepointsareallshowninFig.1.
Connect the RF 0V pin to the modulator’ 5 case.
The RF output obtained from the circuit shown In Fig .1  is about 30m?

r.m.s. The arrangement shown In Fig. 2 provides two RF outputs, with the
vision at 22ml? peak-to-peak and the sound at mini.ir peak-to-pcak.

Each modulator is best aligned with the other one turned off. It’s easy
with a wide bandwidth scope looking directly at the output. Otherwise look at
the demodulated video using a receiver or diode probe. Set L1 for maximum
output. It tunes very. broadly and the tuning is not critical. With the vision
modulator, feed in a standard video signal_[625 lines will be perfectly 0K] and
set RVl for positive modulation with zero carrier at the sync tips. If
monitoring demodulated video, set RV] so that sync crushing is just avoided
Without a scope, adjust RVI until sync fails, then back off a hit. With the
sound modulator, use R‘Vl to set the unmodulated carrier to lvflvm‘iFr peak-to-
pwlc. Alternatively feed in about It‘rlflm‘iir of audio tone, with the gain control at
maximum, and adjust RV] until distortion is just heard on the demodulated
sound.

If you don’t want to order crystals specially you could try using a series
LC circuit, adjusting on test with a counter. Omit the 21:2 damping resistor.

I have not had a chance to look at the modulator’s output on a spectrlnn
analyser—if some lucky person has one, could they please tell me just how
revolting the output looks!

These modifications have been thoroughly proved on Channel 1 but not _
on the higher Band 1 channels. With appropriate crystals they should work
throughout Band I, but the MC1496 modulator chip is not really suited to
Band III use.

Sources of Parts
When ordering crystals, specify 41.SMHa and 45.flMI-Ia, third overtone, series
resonant in H018! U style. There are no tight tolerances involved. Quartslab
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Marketing Ltd, Pl}. Box 19, Erith, Kent DA8 ILH (01322-339330) can provide
both crystals at £13“.53 each with a deliver},r of two-three weeks. There 15 a
minumum order of £141]| [although this'15 no problem if you order both whim];
postage and VAT are extra.
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succ 0|: PYE DOWN UNDER
Dicky Howett talks to Barry Lambert about a special-
television projectin Oz . _ - '

Lambert is on a mission. He needs to reconstruct history and he‘s got
only until the beginning of the Third Millennium to accomplish it. Specifically,
Barry Lambert is reviving a vintage Pye monochrome television outside

broadcast {OB} van. The van used to belong to the Australian Broadcasting

Commission, and now the van needs to be restored in time for the next

Olympic Games in the year 2000. ' '

Barry elaborates, "I used to work for ABC television back in the 19505. In 1991
I visited a television exhibition in Canberra and saw this old Pye OB van
which I had actually worked with. Later, I found some (sittings and photos my
mother had kept for me about the van. This fired my enthusiasm and I tracked
down the van again, which I found lurking in a big shed in a suburb of
Canberra. I contacted the current owners, the National Museum of Australia
and offered to restore and catalogue the equipment. I also suggested that they
might like a working commemorative exhibit in time for the Australian 200-0
Olympic Games. I any event the van could definitely be ready for the opening
of the Museum's new headquarters on the Acton Peninsular in Canberra in
2001." '

Fortunately for Barry, the OB van is in excellent and drivable condition.
Historically, the van” was purchased by the (then) Australian Broadcasting
Commission for use in the November 1956 Melbourne Olympic Games. Barry
Lambert continues, "I joined the ABC in June 1956 as a 1? year old

‘technician‘s assistant‘. The Pye OB van, one of two identical units, was

delivered and put into operation mid-1956. initially, the signals from the van
went to air 'live‘. For special events (cg. the Olympic Games} the programmes
were recorded on film and the film mrdings were then distributed around
Australia for replay. There was no ‘networking‘ then. It was not until the early
19605 that video recording was used extensively in Australia. The OB van
remained operational as a monochrome unit for 17 years with minimal
modification. The last recorded journey was in March 19?3. The van was
acquired in 1985 from the ABC, as part by of the ‘ABC Collection‘ by The
National Museum of Australia. Previously, many historical events were
coveredbythisvan and it's hopedthat researchersinthe fi1turewillpiece
together a comprehensive biography of its operation."

Barry, who works for an Australian company making defence electronics, is ofl'
toagoodstarL Hehas nowlistedtheentire contents ofthevanand p
a ‘stock list‘. The van itself, with its Morris engine, was built of wood with
aluminium panels attached to a relatively small chassis. The original
paintwork of bluefcream is complemented by hand-painted red lettering
proclaiming" ‘ABN CHANNEL 2'. Thevan has three Pye Mk3 three-inch image

E
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orthicon cameras, 3 number of lenses plus control and sync apparatus, vintage
tripods and pan heads.

331'l Lambert, "I came to England recently looking for informafion about Pve
and visited the National Museum of Photography, Film and Television at
Bradford. Curator, John Trenouth was most helpful, showing me the
Museum‘s collection. Currentlyr I'm seeking advice about leaking PCB oil from
high voltage capacitors. I‘ve heard that there is a replacement remedy.F using
paraffin or some other inert substance. I would like anyr suggestions please.
Also, I'm after certain handbooks and schematics of Page equipment. I wolfld
be most gratefill for an},F information."

Barr].r Lambert can be contacted at the National Museum of Australia GPO
Box 1901, Canberra ACT 2601, Australia. Phone DD 61 6~242 2122, fax 00 61
6-242 2123, e—mail: b.1ambert@nma.gov.au or
1002363530®oompuserveoom

Handsome—there's just no other word!
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HARWICH FOR THE CONTINENT
FRINTON FOR THE . . .
No, as an entirely difiizrent tale but see with a Frinton
connection, asAndflendeJ-son reveals '

Here is a absolutely fascinating (and you'll find it hard to believe!) snippet
from The Guardian of the 3“! February 1999, to which I've added my further
comments belowJ:

Original Query:
Every December 31, families throughout Switzerland, Austria and
Gennany watch Freddie Frinton and May Warden in a 20 minute
comedy sketch, Dinner For One. It is broadcast in English on up to six -
channels at diflbrent n'mes throughout the evening. When and why
did this become part of the Gannon—speaking Europeans' New Year

' Celebrations ?

Answer from John Davies, Redditch, Wares:
In 1963 a German television presenter, Peter Fanltenfeld, and his
producer Heinz Dunkhaser were in Blackpool trawling the variety
theatres for talent to present on Frankenfeld's show which was
broadcast by station NDR in Hamburg. 0n the morning before their
departure they came across Freddie Fria and asked him to do a
sketch. Frinton, whose wartime experiences had left him decidedly
hostile to all things German, agreed on the condition that the sketch
should be in English. He went to Hamburg only twice—to perform
Dinner For One live and for the filmed version, which has been shown
on German television every New Year's Eve since. '

Frinton plays a butler at a 90th birthday dinner. The old lady sits
alone and he is reqm'red to assume the roles of her dead friends around
the table while serving the meal, steadfly becoming drunker and finding
it increasingly difficult to avoid tripping over a tiger skin rug.

Naeone knows who wrote the piece, but Frinton gives a classic
performance as the archetypal unflappable English butler perpetrating
an eccentric tradition: "The same procedure as last year, Miss Sophie ?"

"The same procedure as every year James", is quoted by the
Germans in the same way that British people quote Monty Python's
Parrot'Sketch. '

In broadcasting every New Year's Eve an alien television sketch
which was rejected by the BBC, the Germans have created an eccentric
tradition of their own.
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I researched this sto further and found that the sketch was called Some
Procedure As Last Year. It lasts 18 minutes and has never been seen on
television in this Country. Freddie Friuton died at the earl}r age of 53 in 1963
and although unknown to the British public today, he has achieved the status
of a Comedy Legend in Germany. I've enclosed a photo from the sketch
showing Frinton below:

THE PYE nos -LlNE EXPERIMENTAL
PROTOTYPE NTSC COLOUR
TELEVISION oI I95 6
Ian Watson

The Background
This set was developed by Pye‘s engineers in 1956 at a time of the BBC’s test
transmissions to evaluate the American NTSC colour system for use in this
country. The tests transmissions were broadcast from the transmitter at
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Alexandra Palace. The colour signal was transmitted within the channel
bandwidth and used two AM sidebands of two suppressed carriers in
quadrature. The common subcarrier frequency of these carriers was
2.65?3t25MHa. These carriers were known as E.I (which held wideband
chroma information up to IMHs) and E.Q (which carried narrowband
chroma information up to 340kI-Iz).

This particular set may not have left the Pye development laboratory. The set
has crocodile clips attaching various components to the chassis and the line
output housing has painted on it that there are ‘No Dampers fitted to earth
the tuhe's built-up charge. This set may have been intended as an
experimental prototype for a domestic colour receiver should the NTSC trials
have been successful and the adoption of 405-1ine HTSC colour for this
country was recommended. The set is therefore probably unimie.

The Cabinet
The size of the set is 3?cm wide, 65cm high and 65cm in depth. The top and
side panels can he removed for access to the chassis and to adjust the purity
magnets. The set is fitted with a l3-channel 1F1.3'HF tuner. 0n the front of the set
are two controls for volume and brightness, below which Is a hinged accem
panel housing the colour controls (hue, hold and saturation}, together with
the convergence controls and screen voltage controls.

The RCA Kinescope Tube
The name colour tube, which was introduced by RCA'1n the USA during
1954 at the start of their colour transmissions is a 21-inch diameter round
shadowmaslt delta gun unit with a metal cone. This was imported by Pye
together with its convergence, scanning coils and tube mounting components.
The metal cone of the tube is at EHT potential and for safety when making
internal adjustments, it has to be insulated by means of a separate plastic shirt
whose outer surface' is coated with aquadag paint and earthed. These early
colour sets had no de-gaussing coil fitted and had to he degaussed externally
before making purity and convergence adjustments. Also imported from the
USA were three specialised valves, one used 1n 25kt?r supply and the other
two in the NTSC decoder.

The Chassis layout
Unfortlmately I have no circuit diagrams for this set despite many attempts at
finding a source. Because of this limitation what follows is a brief technical
description of the general outline of the circuits as I am them. I would of
course be pleased to received comments from more knowledgeable madam if

' they can add or correct any information.

This Pye set uses a compact single chassis design comprising 36 valves and
three Weslinghouse metal rectifiers. 'Ihese rectifiers provide two DC power
supplies. One rectifier supplies 220?“ for the signal processing stages whilst
the remaining two rectifiers are arranged in a doubler circuit and provide
440? for the scanning power supply. The RF ttmer uses a POF30 and P0034;
this 15 followed by separate vision and sound IF stages using EFBD valves and
appears follow contemporary practice. A P0133 15 used for the audio output
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The NTSC decoder is an ll-valve design. There are potentiometers in the
decoder circuit that adjust the colour demodulation matrix that
mathematically converts + and- I and Q to RGB (by providing Y, I and Q gain
adjustments for each RGB colour). The two American GBYE- valves are used as
the I and Q chroma demodulators.

The decoder RGB output is fed separately to three PCFBD valves, which
provide final drive to the Red, Green and Blue guns respectively. all the
internal NTSC decoder’s adjustable controls have their functions conveniently
painted on the chassis for the benefit of the restorer and. researcher of today.

The frame scan consists of a PCFSfl frame oscillator and P133 frame output._
The line output and 251d?r supply is unusual and interesting. "Housed in a
shielded hes the unit uses eight valves. Three DYBL“: EH'I' rectifiers are
arranged as a tripler to supply the 251W. The only US valve used here is a
6BK4 triode, which 1s used as a shunt regulator for the 25Kv supply. The focus
voltage rs derived from a high resistance and potentiometer network from a
connection to the first DYSfi 1n the tripler circuit.

Pye decided not to import from the USA single line output and eficiency
diode valves that were capable of handling the increased scanning power
requirements but used instead a pair of P136 types in parallel, hoth driven by
the single PCFBD line oscillator. Similarly a pair of PYBl valves 111- parallel
were used for the efliciency diode.

Current Restoration
Unfortunately full restoration of this set is immssible at the moment. The
metal-coned 2ME2 tube still has an open circuit heater, despite my
attempts at a flash weld. However, I decided to restore the power supplies
and scanning circuitry in the event of a rcplacement tube turning up.
The power supplies required all of the Wesfinghouse rectifiers to be replaced.
Because of the unique nature of this set they were left in place and bypassed
with modern diodes and a suitable dropper resistor in series to compensate
for the lower forward resistance of the modern diodes. The smoothing
capacitors for both the 2201’ and 440? supplies were in good condition and

' were capable of re—use after reforming.

At this stage I thought it wise to replace the usual Hunts brown decoupler
capacitors in order to improve the chanoes of a stable supply voltage.“ The next

step was to isolate the line drive to the P136 valves and its power supply and
concentrate on the RF stages. The may supply was connected to the RF, IF,
signal processing and sound output stages. All seemed OK so a 1F4.?HF sound
signal was applied via a Channel 1 modulator. Full sound was obtained from
the set without the need for further readjustment or realigmnent.
Power from the restored 44ov line was applied to the scan circuitry and the
line drive from the PCFEU restored; No adverse reaction was noted in the set
and a healthy 2213? was recorded at the tube anode. A blue glow around the
gun assembly of the 2W2 tube showed that it was gassy as well as having
an open circuit heater. Also after 30 seconds the cathodes of the DYBE valves
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began to glow red, indicating excess current being drawn by the tube despite
an open circuit heater. There must also be an internal fault andfor a chassis
leak in the tube or assembly. To confirm this the connection to the tube was
removed and the EHT rose, causing several discharges within the LOP’I‘ hos.

At this point I thought it wise-to switch off. So further restoration must await
a replacement tube. Readers who are interested can see colour views of the
chassis including the NTSC internal decoder controls at my website at:

http: ffnnvivjdwnfreeserve.oo.ul(feps405tvfindex.htrn

Thanks are also due to and},F Emmerson and Ed Reitan for providing
background information on the BBC NTSC trial specs and eat-13.:r American
colour TV practice.

A pretty impressive set from the front...
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leaking pretty formidable from behind

leaks clean...Chassis
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...eyen it the CRT mounting looks a bit 'Iloiry'.

OUR. FIRST LC.
H aroid Peters

It was thirty years ago. We had just laid out our first single-standard IF,
with its intercarrier sound strip in an  'L' shape up one corner. Duplicated
services were on their way and the dreaded 4052'625 switch would be a
thing of the post.

"Don't blow it Lip—there are oniy three in the country," said the boss.
Beside o weii-thumbed third-generation Xerox copy oi its data sheet
cowered this tiny aspirin with thin gold legs. Our first IC. It was an
intercarrier IF amplifier with built-in slope detector and AF stage. hit we
needed was a fiMHz bandpass input filter (and ‘ our vision sound
rejector already was hail of it}, a detector coil and a few resistors and
the whole of the L-shoped intercarrier area would end up as boid as
Kojak.

We carelully desoidered the existing intercarrier strip, and out of a
hunch rewired it on a small yeroboard strip in case the EC supplies
dried up. They didn‘t but the exercise stood us in good stead for the
coming mono set where one did. '

M
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Our first IC work-ed first go and the detector tuning was not at all
critical—until Angela Rippon began to read the news. Complaints of _'
sibilance came rolling in. There was one detector setting which cured it,
hitherto considered a ‘lalse peak', but to be on the safe side our bofiins
increased the value of the de—emphasis circuits as well.

Angela can still provoke a badly tuned sound strip-into spitting to this
very day, but her appearances are infrequent. Anne Kirkbride
{Coronation Streets Dierdre] makes a much more accessible test
signal.

IT CAME UPON THE MIDNIGHT
CLEAR... - - ' '
Steve Pendlebury_
all was quiet at Bush House, save for the wind howling round the windows,
having previously howled around the Winter Hill mast nearby. In the semi-
light, Dflys dazed infrout oftheTVas I tinkeredinthe fitehenwith aCollaro
record deck . Outside, the solitary street lamp cast its orange glow into the
eerie February night as somewhere in the darkness, the branches of a tree
rattled against a window pane. -

There was a knock at the door.

“Who's this atthis timeof night?” I muttered as-I'irritably put the record deck
down and shuffled to the door. A television stood-there, aided by-an old
gentleman from a local TV shop. The set was a Thorn-3000, or more exactly,
themodified version, a 3500 series. The gentleman from the-TV shop had been

_ 'm the trade for oyer40years andwas a true oldschocldealer. I imdtedzthe TV
set in; and the customer duly followéd as I carriedtheset into the kitchenahd -
onto-:the'beuchll '

It transpired that the customer [name withheld to protect the innocent] had
kept this set in the back of his workshop for the last 25 years and it hadn’t
actually been used since 1981. In the process of explaining the problem, he
used the—two classic phrases. ‘It workedlast time I asedit’ and ‘I turned it on
and it went hang.’ Of course he didn’t like the 3000 series power supply and
had decided to pass it on to someone whom he really knew could fix it. But
this chap wasn’t in so he'd brought the setto me.

I ushered the man out, struck by his skills in the art of flattery. Dilys made
some comment about ‘Rotten Stewed Cabbage’ and went back to sleep.

M
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The set was an Ultra Bermuda, fitted with an 15156-120i tube and a 4 push-
button mechanical tuner.

Next day, I took the back off and exanfined the innards. The source of the
bang soon became apparent, as a capacitor on the Fideo Board had found the
sudden application of 230v DC to be somewhat traumatic and had died a

— violent death. When restoring a 3000,!r3500, this capacitor must always be
replaced.

The panels were carefully removed and inspected. Dry joints were resoldered
and the aforementioned capacitor was replaced with something that would
cope with 230v with less fuss. The power supply’s fuses were all intact, the
dropper resistor was OK, but the smoothing block had a ‘bubble’ in the base
suggesting its poor health. I have boxes full of Tir smoothing blocks, all new
unused stock {I never miss a chance to clear out a shop!) and one of these
yielded an exact replacement. This was in reasonable condition, but I gave it
few hours of re-forming treatment before it was fitted. I then refitted .the
power supply only and switched on to see what would happen. There were no
fireworks, but the 30v rail stayed obstinately low, off load it only offered 27v.
Although the fiiseholder itself was OK, the voltage drop was across the fuse?
Corrosion on the contacts of the holder was carefully removed with emeiy
paper and the fuse was replaced. The 30v now came up nicely, and so it was
time to see if the dreaded chopper circuits lived.

0n the 3000 series, the 30v supply drives the line oscillator on the Line Panel,
this in turn operates the chopper transistor on the Power Supply. A high DC
voltage is applied to this chopper transistor, and the output, a square wave, is
smoothed to generate a high current 60v raii. UK, UK, I know its a little more
complex than that in reality, but that’s the basic principle. This power supply
arrangement, reviled by many, dreaded by some and loved by few, was the
forerunner of all TV switch mode power supplies. It is possible to test the 60v
rail by only connecting one of the connectors on the Line Panel, the one to the
line oscillator stage. A handy tip: You can turn the Power Supply panel over
and rest it on the top of the set [protect the top of the set from scratches} and
connect up the oscillator side of a known good line panel for PSU fault
finding. You’ll get the sound and everything up except obviously the line
output, focus and EHT stages.

True to form, there was no em. I couid have done without this, but it was just
what I was expectingli The 3000 series PSU was known for running warm and
breaking down. To ' complicate matters, repair to this unit demands
considerable dexterity, patience and knowledge of profane language. So, I
made sure that Dilys’s mother, who lives with us at the age of 3], had her
hearing aid turned off, then set about some tests.

There was a good healthy DC voltage getling to the chopper transistor, but
nothing leaving it. This turned out to be the Chopper ilself (I had a direct
replacement} and the transistor that feeds the drive waveform to the base of
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the chopper. I fit a BFY51 and this seems 0K. The panel was then correctly
reassembled and only then was Hilda’s hearing aid refitted...

I then refitted all the various panels, but left the line timebasefEHT stages off.
I also declined to apply the 230v rail to the video board, for although the
exploding capacitor had been replaced, I was only testing for sound at this
stage.

One other quirk of the sons series is the second or so delay before the PSU
kicks on and the sound is active. This can be un-nerving, but is completely
normal. Any longer delays should be investigated, but they will quite often be
followed by some smoke or, like last time around, that smell of rotten stewed
cabbage as the m diode explodes!

The sound came on nicely, and a minute of twiddling gave me good BBCl
sound. Well, now for the tricky bits. I refitted the 230v rail to the video board,
and still all seemed well. Things were about to become interesting. Time for a
few preparations before we went any further. I gave the spark gaps a clean and
reconnected the line output stage. Being somewhat cowardly when it comes to
EHT, I left the tripler well out of the way on the other side of the bench.

The A1 voltage came up and we now had line whistle, so there was something
working! It was time to refit the tripler. The original had evidence of Streaking
on the EHT connector, which was covered in some sort of black dusty sludge,
so I nipped off to the shed for a new one. I cleaned the CRT connector, the
final anode cap, fitted the triplet and switched on, keeping a hand on the on-
off switch. To my relief, we were met with a picture. Well, a picture of sorts.
The picture was misconverged and out of focus, though there was evidence
that the decoder was worfing. I turned the colour down and looked again. The
focus control is a slider on these sets and this was adjusted for a nice sharp,
but severely misconverged, picture.- The purity, surprisingly, was acceptable.

Out with the crosshatch generator and the mirror. Taking care not to brush
agamst anything nasty, I set up the static convergence on the tube neck...or
tried to. It would not set up!! I tried several times, using lots of naughty words
in the process. No joy. This was probably the reason the set was put to sleep 18
years ago...‘

I didn’t actually fit all the clues together' m my mind for a time. A very bright,
lively CRT, that looked to only have been used for minutes and didn t look to
be over 25 years old. Severe misconvergence. Unable to set up Static
convergence, let alone anything else. (The CRT had been changed}

Next day, the set stared accusingly at me over breakfast There was something
difierent about the appearance of the back of this 3000 series set compared to
the others I had seen, but I couldn’t pin down what? It was only when I took
the back off my own 3500 that the truth dawned on me!

When the 3000 was being designed, the decision was taken to run with the
tube the other way up, this was to put the characteristic was slight dynamic
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misconvergence at the bottom of the picture, rather than at the top, the theory
being that it would be less annoying there This meant that the CRT was, in
effect, upside down compared to other sets The give-away is that the EHT cap
is at the bottom of the set rather than at the top This is in contrast to the
311132000, where the EHT tripler and connector rest on the top of the tube
body.

The Static Convergence magnets, on the Y-shaped Yoke on the CRT neck,
therefore, are mounted so as the blue magnet is at the Bottom, rather than at
the top. In the 300:} series it forms a normal letter Y. Not in this set, as it had
been refitted incorrectly, so that the magnets were 60 degrees away from .the
nearest guns!! I removed and refitted the tube neck assembly correctly and
tried again. Unfortunately, my fiddling and middling had put the settings so
far out...

In this situation, it is best to do a coarse adjustment on an off air transmission,
to make sure that the lines of the crosshatch are converged correctly when we
come to the setting up. I did this and was rewarded with a much iniproved
picture. Following the setting up and convergence procedures produced 'a
good, well converged picture and grey scaling completed the job. I wondered
just who had attempted a tube change all those years ago and got into
troubles... ?

Another thing to check and clean thoroughly is the Focus Control, you'll find it
top right. The plastic cover comes away to reveal the potentiometer inside.
Never run the set with this control exposed. It’s also a good idea to replace the
A1 Diode D505. The official mod is to fit a Silicon Diode [Remo H3212] with
an 820 ohm 0.5W resistor in series with the cathode. Thanks to Dave Hanell
for this tip.

The set then behaved itself for a few days before it was taken home by the
customer, for his own use. I didn’t ask about the CRT change and the magnets.
He didn’t say anything maybe he’d forgotten after all this time! Incidentally,
one question I did ask him : ”Why do you want to use this set when ymr've got
a shop full of sets?’ The reply was enlightening and setmakers should take
note:
' ‘ l canunde r s t andhowtoope ra t e i t .Thesenewse t sa re too
complicated for me.’

ON A MUSICAL NOTE
Arthur More

When we were dubbing the film inserts for Quotenness H in Nove-c 1955,
which we did in Riverside Studios in Hammersmith, recently bought by the
BBC, I was provided with a ?3rpm direct acetate disk of a part ofMurs [from
Holst‘s The Planets] to be used as the title music to each episode. At that time
the Dubbing Theatres in BBC Television were not equipped to play LP records,
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hence the 73mm copy. The disc replay desks used nation-wide in the” BBC,
lmmvn as TDf'I, each consisted of two variable-speed Garrard turntables. We
had four TDJ'Ts'in'the Riverside Dubbing Theatre, i.e. eight turntables. The
pick-ups were EMI type 12, with sapphire stylus, and on parallel tracking
arms. These were not kind to records, especially soft acetate ones. The maxim
promoted by Recording Dept was that these disks were “fine on first replay"...
. Thus I lmew that the Q2 disk would not survive for the six episodes without
deteriorating into a collection of plops and hangs... . So I proposed that the
diskbe copied onto 35mm sepmag track and this laid to the main title for each
episode, and this was done. I kept the disk, which has been in my back room
these last 44 years... . It was taken from the Nisa LP with Sir Adrian Boult
conducting. ' '

The EMI type 12 pickups had, only a few years ago, replaced very heavy BTH
pickups, commonly referred to as "groove-straighteners"...

During the 'taltes' Rudolf Cartier, the producer, would be sitting just behind
and would at times yell "Grams" at me. I would take no notice because in
those days only liprsync would be recorded on location; all other {35mm}
footage would be shot silent and we in the Dubbing Theatres would add music
and far from discs. The effects came from ?8rpm BBC library discs.

When running the picture, we had a footage counter at the bottom of the
screen which registered every foot of film (every 16 frames of 35mm equal one
foot, approximately one second]. So during a rehearsal, we would make our
own cue sheets by jotting down the footage numbers when things oil-screen
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happened. Thus if a car door would shut at, say, 26511 when we came to do a
take, I would cue up the fit disc of a car door, one revolution of the disc back,
and at_264 would spin it in and so, at 265 the door shut! So I would completelyr
ignore Rudolf Cartier and do things as per my one sheet. He did use to say,r
afterwards, "You were right!".

For the technically minded, 35mm film on UK television runs at 25fps (frames
per second) which is 18 Sir-t inches per second, as against the standard cinema
speed of 24fpa {18 inches per second}. 161nm at 25fps equals ? 1f2 inches per
see.

fit the time of Quilter-mass H a pop song was being played—Close The Door,
They're Coming Through The Mildew—and this seemed quite appropriate
for Q2, since its plot was of a monster from outer space sending bits of itself to
earth. At Riverside Studios Dubbing Theatre there was a disc recorder dating
from the days prior to magnetic recording ,when direct disc was the only
means of hearing an immediate playback ahd so on this I made a spoof
Quatermass disk using this music. We never got around to playing it to Rudolf
Cartier though.

MISSING, BELIEVED LOST FOREVER
Or do you know better?

Extract from Wittering, Jah/ I951

Over the past few weeks a steady flow of telephotos—photographs
taken from a teievision screen—have been filling the TV News
postbags. Telephotographer is the latest hobby of the viewers, and an
exciting one, too. But it‘s not so new as one would imagine. In fact, one
amateur enthusiast actually made a telerecording in 195?, when the
BBC had only just formed an outside broadcast unit and had no
telerecording facilities. So  far as is known, this film of the 193?
Coronation, was the first telerecording to be made.

What was it like? You have all had a chance to see,'for Mr. J. E. Davies,
the man behind the cine camera—~and new manager of the Publicity
Division of The Marconi International Marine Communication Co.—
ioanecl his film to Fire Passrhg Showon June lst and 8th, when portions
of it were included, together with the first ordinary film made of a
Coronation procession in 1902.

Mr. Davies' camera was a 16 mm Moviekon at f1.5. Synchronisation
was difficult, as the camera had no frame speed to match that of the W
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picture. The amount of exposure would have been insufficient though
so Mr. Davies compromised and used the frame speed setting on his
camera hoping that it would run into approximate synchronisation as
weil as giving better exposure. The results were good although he
feels that with these synchronisation and exposure difficulties the film
does not do full justice to the qualityr of 195F‘TV. And, he recalls, the
weather, dull and showery. must have been a handicap to the W '
cameras. '

Does anyone know whether this film sundae-"s? The 336's him and
television archive has no two Wedge ofthis film.

THE COMING 0F TELETEXT
Or, how 5 your eye height?
Harold Peters

If you look at the broadcast specification you will see that Teletext is broadcast
at a 6. QMHs bit rate. With a maximum video bandwidth of 5.ZMHE it should
not, 1n theory, get through. Sometimes you can see it on a spectrum analyser,
but the simplest test is to punch up a page.

In the early days the only measure of goodness was the ‘Clockcracker' page, a
patchwork ofblack and white squares like Gary Rhodes‘ trousers on which any
errors stood outlike a sore thumb. Something better was needed. So it was not
long before we were all talking ‘eyeheight'.

By looking your ‘sccpe to the teletext clock and looking at the incoming pulses
you would see an animated set of lissajou figures Inciting for all the world like
a blinking eye. The more open this eye appeared the better the teletext
performance. Better still its tfigure of meritiwas measurable.

Here in imvestoft we were dependent on the local BBC2 service for our
teletext test signals. and the power crisis of the day caused the transmitter to
be shut down for most of our working hours. Most of our competitors
assembledsetsinseaside areassowewereallinthesameboat, andoncewe
had got rid of our first pressing problem we all persuaded the BBC to move
teletext over to BBCI.

Our 'first pressing problem' was getting rid of the twinkling lines viewers
could see at the top of their screens. When Shoenherg and the gang invented
W as we know it today they wisely set aside a handful of blank lines at the top
of the picture to allow the scanning spot to fly back to the top of the screen
unseen from the bottom of the previous frame. _
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Up till now this had been a fairly leisurely journey to avoid the high back
EMFs that a collapsing scancoil field produced. -

While we were doing this the BBC and ITV got together and produced a
common teletext standard, and our test signal was moved over to BBCI. Our
local transmitter at Tacolneston had equipment to monitor the 'pulse and har'
vertical interval signal WIT} but not the teletest, so we decided to lend them
one of our development prototypes. It paid ofi, as it helped determine if the
corruption we saw was due to something we had done, or if it was coming
down the line.

On one liaison visit to the transmitter I noticed their aerial boys 50t up the
mast and wondered how long it would take them to get down in an emergency.
“Matter of minutes,” said Brian Hartley, the Engineer-in-Charge,“ ..once they
hear a distant rumble of thunder. Mind you the sound of a lid being placed on
a teapot in the canteen wfll get them down a lot quicker. "

BBC INTERLUDE FILMS
Conqiiled by Arthur Dungate and Andrew Emmet-son,
with valuable assistancefiom Tony Clwderi

Back'in the 19505 the Interludes on BBC television were short films used to fill
up gaps in the programme, during intervals'in plays (yes there were actual
intervals thenl), or as a standby' in case of a studio breakdown. They mainly
consisted of tranquil scenes, such as Ploughing, in which a horse—drawn
plough would gradually work across a field, or a windmill, sails slowly turning.
The interlude most fondly remembered is the Potter s Wheel, in which a
potter‘ 5 hands [the potter was not shown) would make various vase—type
objects on the wheel, but never actually finishing any. The films were
accompanied on the soundtrack by peaceful music or natural sounds.

The following list, unfortunately not complete, comes mainly from a
handwritten sheet copied out by Arthur Dungate in the early 19505,
augmented by material from the BBC. Inevitably there are gaps in this list;
additions and corrections will be most welcome!

This list of BBC Television Interhides gives the title of the film, its length
where loiown (films were seldom shown in fiill, however), where filmed (if
hioam) and the accompanying music.

ANGEL FISH [3m 455). Shot at Regents Park Zoo.
' 1. Rippling Waters {Donald Thorne] - - QHLO (Chappell C 359]

2. Cloud Drifts [Cecil Milne] - - QED-Williams (Chappell C 213]
3. Picture' in the Fire {Famonj - - QI-ILO-Farnon [Chappell C 335)

BANKS OF STREAM [8m 455]. Shot on River Dose, Olney, Bucks.
1. Cloudland {Bruce Campbell] - - QHLO—David King (Chappell C 400]

m
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2. Queen Mary' 5. Garden {Haydn Wood} - - QHLO-Torch (Chappefl C 345)

BONFIRE (6111 50s}. Shot at Lighfliome, near Ieamiugton Spa.

CHURCH, MILL 8r STREAM {91m 155) Shot at Olney, Bucks.
L Starlings (Charles Williams} - - QHLOuirfilliama [Chappe II C 261)
2. Howr heaufiful' rs Night (Robert Farnon} - - QHLO—Farnon [Chappefl C
312)

HARP.
Improvisation on the harp by Owen Mason

KAIETEUR FALL (am 115]. Shot in British Guiana.

IflTI‘EN & BAIL OF WOOL. The ldtten's name is 511m and he was
owned by a Mr Martin of Barnet, Herts.. Fihn edited by Bob VerraJI,
Supervising Film Editor.
1. Prunella [Leslie Bridgwater - - London Promenade Orchestra [Paxton PR

423]
2. Summer Breezes [Reginald King) - — BBC recording bought in from a

German library.

LOCH REHECI'IDN alias LOCH REFIECI‘IONS (Tm 005). Shot on
Loch Ta},r by Montyr Rednap.

The Most Covered Mountain (trad) (BBC 19381}
The Highland Cradle Song (trad) [BBC 1933])
March of the Cameron Men {trad} (BBC 19382]
Kenmore‘s On An' Gwa [trad] {BBC 193??)
March: Cabbi Freidh (trad) (BBC 19330}
Highlan laddie (trad) [BBC 193m)
Cock of the North (trad) {BBC 193??) - - John Burgess (piper)

H
ow

ev
er

MOONLIGHT SEASCAPE. Shot at Chesil Beach.

PM BEACH [9m 07's). Shot on Jamaica.

POTTEE'S WHEEL [5111 505] '
1. The ‘i’oung Ballerina (Charles 1il'i‘ifliams} — - QHLO-Wflliams {Chappeil
C 400) .
2. Sadiers Wells [Haydn 1il'li'oond - - QHIfl-Sidllfif Torch [Chappeil C 345}

PIOUGHIHG [Sm {355). Tilford, Essex.
1. The Ploughman Homeward Plods - —- ?
2. Passing Stormciouds {louis Voss) - — Grande Orch-Voss {Bomrorth BC
121?}
3. Downlands [Cecil Milne} - - QHLO (Chappell C 389}

RABBIT MUSICAL BOX

REFER & BIRDS {10m 005). At Olney, Bucks.

am
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Natural sounds 8: effects.

mun TAY{6n1 555); Filmed in Perthshire.
ROCK & SEAGUIJS [4m GUS}. St Mary's Bay, Brixham, Devon.
Natural sounds

ROUGH SEA ON ROCKS [9m 305}. Shot at Pulpit Bay, off Portland Bill.
Natural sounds

SANDY SHORE {11m 235}. Jamaica.
Natural sounds.

SEASCAPE {10m Dfls]. Shot at Chesil Beach, off Portland Bill.
Natural sounds.

SN OWSI‘ORM

SPINNING WHEEL (6m 3551 '
L Table Talk [Dolf van der Linden) - - Metropole Utah-linden [Paxton '

ER 586121use in Mayfair Wivian Ellis - - QHLGTorch {Chappell C 346}

SUNLIT SHORE

SWISS INTERLUDE (1:11 455]
[musical box?)

UP REFER or UP THE RIVER [9:11 305). Shot at Medmenham Abbey,
I-ienle}r on Thames, Bucks.
Natural sounds. _

TAPESTRY (6m 305). Miss Thackwray, Royal School of Needlework
Harpsichord Concerto {Bach} - — Irgard Lechner 3: Stuttgart Chamber Oreh.
[BBC 1903 1-2)

TREES. Shot in Epping Forest

VESPERS [9111 Dfls). Shot at St Benedict‘s School, Ealing.
Feast of the Holy,ir Guardian Angels

WATER WHEEL [9m 025). At Buckiebury, near Newburjr, Berks...

mom [5m 305}. Shot at Packenham, Buryr St Edmunds. Pastoral
Montage [Gideon Pagan}, - - Queens Hall Light Oreh. [Chappell 0324].

SOURCES OF MUSIC TODAY
The Young_BuHerino is on Famous Themes Volume 1 [Grasmere CD
GRCDIO and musieassette GRTCID}. Pastoral Montage and Rippling Waters
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are on Famous Themes 1iulolume 3 [musicassette only, GRTC30) and on
Archive—life in the 1940s (Chappell CD CRAP 202). Cloudland is on
Chappell CD Archive—V'mtage Recordings 1 (Chappell CD CHAP 203}.
The Paxton pieces are on the eightaCD setAnnospher-e Archives {AACDI—B).
Graemere recordings are available through the normal record trade or direct
from Grasmere Music Ltd, 59 Marlpit Lane, Coulsdnn, CR5 2HF. The other
CDs mentioned are notavailable to the public but can be ordered, by members
only, through the RGBERT FARNON SOCIETY, Stone Gables, Upton Lane,
Seavington St. Michael, Ilminster, Tel? flPZ. Membership is highly
recommendededetails are available from the same address in return for a
stamped addressed envelope. - l -

s QUERIES“
ENQUIRIES

BRINGING OLD PRUGRAMES BACK -
I an aware of the work done by Channel 4 Television in restoring
classic silent films and have often thought it mi t be possible to do
similar work on old television programmes. e BBC have usually
followed the line that early programmes were of such poor
technical quality that they are unhroadcastable today. However,
with modern, powerful computers it should be possible to enhance
old films, at least.

It is certainly correct that with modern technology you can eliminate many
defects in oid film recordings; the BBC bastgust made a digital transfer of
QuatermossflandaI-Iun'y Worth Shawl: clatter discovered asaro
8min print), and in both cases the results are remarkable— ' watcha 1e.
1Whilst it is true that insuficient care was taken with some to recordings
[‘telerecordingS’), the picture and sound uality of most of those that survive.
would satisfy,r most nostalgia enthusiasts (' not casual viewers of today).

The difliculty I foresee is that a lot of earl},Y programmes were
broadcast ‘live’r so recordings do not exist. As the 19605 progressed
video tape was used and the BBC informs me that these were re-
used several times.

Entirelyr correct. The cost of recording programmes in those days was man].r
times ' er than today and given the prevailing attitude that television had
little en uring merit, it is a miracle that many,r programmes were kept at all.
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I—snppose another problem is in finding out just what programmes
still exist and in what condition. I am particularly interested in the
televised versions of Billy Blotter, the Greyfriars School stories,
from the books written by Frank Richards. These starred the actor
Gerald Campion in the title role. They are now deemed to be
“politically incorrect” and are therefore unlikely to be broadcast
ever again but, as a schoolboy myself at the time they were
originally broadcast, they gave me immense pleasure, although. I
come from a very different social background. Another schoolboy
series was Jennings fromthe books by Anthony Buekeridge. 01'
more general interest I have often wondered if any of the Z Cars
police dramas still exist. '

Thanks to the efi'ort of the Kaleidoscope team, this is not a problem at all.
Between them they have put in several man-years of time examining the
records of the BBC and IT? companies to compile their drama, music,
comedy, children’s and light entertainment programme guides that we
advertise in this magazine. These books, each larger than a telephone
directory, cover the years from 1950 to the mid-19905. looking up 2 Cars,‘ I
see the vast majority of episodes of this programme survive;'several have been"
shown on BBC television in recent times and one volume has been released on
video tape. Neither Jennings nor Billy Banter is listed on the other hand; I
recall the former only as a radio serial and I suspect the latter went out live
and was not recorded. Yaroo—it’s not fair, chaps!

The British Television Drama Research .Guide 1950-1992 _
A reference work covering all the major drama series, serials, plays
and soaps on all terrestrial channels, including Armchair Theatre, The
Bill and Upstairs, Downstairs - includes archive holdings.
ISBN 1 900203 04 9 £25.00

The British Television Music & 1'«l'ariety Research Guide 1950-1997
Overview of British television music and variety shows commissioned
by the light entertainment departments of the BBC and IN
companies {such as Wagon and The Old Grey Whistle Test] with full
archive holdings.
[SBN 1 900203 06 5 £25.00

The British Children’s Television Hinic Et Variety Research Guide
19504996
Overview of British children’s television programmes on BBC and IT?
with full archive holdings.
ISBN 1 900203 03 0 _ £25.00

The British Television Comedy Research Guide 1950—1992
This guide features listings for. series commissioned by the comedy
departments of the BBC and [W companies, including Steptoe and
Son, Man About the House and Only Fools and Horses... '
ISBN 1 900203 05 2 £18.00

M
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Other guides are in preparation. Postage and packing costs £5 extra
per book within the British isles—these are monster books! Please
send cheques or Postal Orders, payable to "Kaleidoscope Publishing",
to the postal address below. Please be aware that this address is

‘ different to the main Kaleidoscope address. Customers outside the UK
please make contact via email or at the address below, so that
specialarrangements can be made for payment and postage. Orders
are not accepted via electronic mail. Proceeds from sales of the
above books are channelled into financing Kaleidoscope's ongoing
activities, and are produced on a non-profit basis. -

Kaleidoscope Publishing, 4? Ashton Road, Ashton, Bristol, B53 EEQ,
UK.
e-mail: richarddown@cableinet.co.uk

As well as these volumes you also need to consult A for Andromeda
to Ian Time—The Television Holdings of the National Film &
Television Archive 1936-193"), edited by Simon Baker and Olwen
Terris (BF! Publishing, ISBN 0-351TU-420-4, hardback (ring. 01?"! -255
11444 for current price}. .

IN THE WORKSHOP
Personal salety
It's remarkable how many people put their lives at risk when it comes to
electrical repairs, and the point is often made that your personal safety must
be worth the price of an isolating transformer; This is particiflarly vital with
the adjustment and repair of TV receivers; these must be connected to the
mains supply via an isolation transformer. '

All well and good but a letter in issue 5'! of Radio fiygones makes a point often
overlooked, namely that a double-wound isolation transformer offers
protection only when no more than one device is connected. If you connect
two live—chassis items to an isolated supply and fail to observe ‘polarity’, you
an end up with a false sense of security and 2401’ potential difference
between the two items. In fact the wattage of isolating transformers is
frequently restricted to minimise the risk of having two loads connected.
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IN THE WORKSHOP
Some spoilt-pets trom the Internet - on the ways that
components change value and how to check this situation _

Prclonging set life
"You can make sure your set runs cool by replacing all those leaky antique
caps and way-ofl' drifty carbon comp resistors. Both contribute to excessive
HT loading.” ' -

Well, yes and no. To be more specific, a leaky plate-grid coupling cap could
cause decreased grid bias {positive leakage reducing negative bias voltage)
which will cause increased plate current in the tube. Let's take an example of
a gross leakage causing bias to be shifted by 1 volt. A grid resistor of 500K
would have to see 211a of leakage current. A plate voltage of 150 volts would
cause that much current in a capacitor that had an insulation resistance of 150
f file-6 = $5 megohms [a good cap should be several thousand megohms}. The
power dissipated in the capacitor is 150 * 2e-ti = 306 microwatts. Not much
power being wasted. But the tube's plate current may have increased In
milliamps (in the case of an audio output tube) which, operating from a 250
volt B+, the power dissipation will have increased 250 * dine-3 = (12.5 watt
[the little d stands for 'a change of) causing increased power consumption and
putting additional strain on the tube and power supply.

But, as life is full of contradicfions, so are radios. In the case of a leaky screen
grid bypass capacitor, screen grid voltage will decrease as the result of
increased current in the screen dropping resistor. The screen grid, having
nearly the same control effect as the control grid, will cause tube current to
decrease therefore lightening the load on the tube and power supply.

I don‘t know of any reported cases of paper or film capacitors increasing their
insulation resistance over time but we all know of the way electrolytic
capacitors leakage current decreases as dielectric formation occurs in a 'lytic
that has not been in use for a long time.

Carbon composition resistors, in most cases, do not suffer significant
increases in their power dissipation but in the case where they afiect grid bias
the result can be the same as in the example above. Carbons' values will
change in either direction. lower values (103's to 1900‘s ohms] often
decrease in value especially when being operated near their rated dissipation.
High value resistors [IGUK‘s to 10's megs) often increase in value just from
chemical changes that have been attributed to moisture absorption. A cathode
self-biasing resistor decreasing in value will cause increased current flow. 011
the other hand, a higher value screen dropping resistor may increase in value
causing decreased current.
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When components change value so much that a puff of smoke and silence is
the result the solution is obvious. When components shift in value the result
is usually not so obvious improper performance. ' '

There are two ways to deal with this dilemma: Change all ofthe parts or
measure directly or indirectly the values [ohms for resistor values and ohms
for capacitor leakage}. A good rule to follow is, if a capacitor causes a change _
of approximately 1 per cent or greater in operating voltages {assuming all
voltages appear to be normal] with a sigm'ficant change in temperature (by
cooling it with a freeze spray] it isa candidate for replacement although it may
never cause improper operation. Current flow in a grid resistor can be caused
either by capacitor leakage or by grid emission. Pull the tube when checking
control grid voltage. While the tube is out check to see if there is a voltage
drop on a screen dr0pping resistor [don‘t forget to account for” the loading
effect of your voltmeter} indicating a leaky screen bypass.

In the case of suspected tank circuit capacitors (smh as micas} where leakage
can cause instability and degradation of Q you will have to disconnect the
capacitor from the circuit to measure leakage. Problem caps can often be
flushed out with freeze spray. ' ' -

Save yourself a lot of silly and unnecessary work, avoidacciderrtally damaging
delicate components and become a better trouble-shooter. Diagnosing faulty
parts is not so difficult if you practice your Chin's law and usea good high
input resistance voltmeter. '

Arden Allen KBGNAX Vallejo, CA

Checking capacitors _
a capacitor checker capable of checking at a range of operating voltages up to
500-1000 volts is useful for testing higher voltage types for breakdown and
other failures at rated—voltage, but only out-of~circuit.

It is difficult to check caps in-circuit with a cap checker. The circuit usually
will have an effect on leakage and capacity measurements and some circui1s
operate at considerably less than the voltage ratings of the caps and could be
damaged by in—circuit checking with a cap checker at voltage, cg. AVC loops
and other circuits incorporating small signal crystal diodes and low voltage
tubes. ‘ -

AVCIAGC loops are usually of such high impedance that any leakage of caps,
however slight, will deteriorate performance and wholesale rcplacement of
paper caps with plastic film low leakage W is the best answer there.
Removing one leg to check them is halfway to replacement anyway and
vintage oilfpaper caps are nearly always at least marginally leaky or will
eventually heccme so.

Deduction is a useful technique. Is the voltage drop across a series resistor due
to loading by a leaky cap? Removing valve-[s] to check may cause a destructive
increase in voltage without the loading of the tub-e(s). Here is where a variac
can be useful‘to prevent that during power-up with valve{s} pulled to check

W
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the in~circuit leakage on HT lines Watch for bleeder resistors affecting the
drop: it may be necessary to lift one end to check the caps. Be sure to always
monitor the HT with a meter when increasing the variac voltage to amid
overshooting the max rating of the unloaded filter caps.

In-circuit cap checldng during operation can be .done with any reliable
working oscilloscope without having to know much about operating one.
Bypass caps take signals off of lines when working properly.' A ’scope
connected to the voltage source line and set to higher sensitivity range will
indicate how much signal [if any] is present due to malfimctioning bypass
caps. It will also indicate the type of signal, whether power supply
ripple(deteriorated electrolytic filter caps], audio [HT line electrolytics and
larger tubular caps), or RF (large to smallerbypass caps}. For instance, a radio
set that is totally unstable and that howls and whistles would most likely have
open or inefl'ective HT line bypass capacitorfs}, allowing undesirable
communication between various sections of the set through that line. The
'scope would readily show this to be the fault.

An open couplingflflfllbloclring capacitor will show the signal on one end but '
greatly reduced or lacking on the other. A leaky or shorted blocking cap may
have DC voltages somewhat close to the same value on both ends. Incorrect
DC control [G1] grid voltage on audio stages, particularly output pentodes,
are frequently due to leaky G1 coupling caps. When replacing these it is good
practice to measure the value of the plate resistor of the‘preceding stage and
grid resistor and the cathode resistor of this stage and replace defective units.
If there is a cathode resistor with a low voltage electrolytic cap across it, the
‘scope will show whether it is bypassing properly at normal audio frequencies
or needs replacement. Lack of a DC voltage across it may indicate a shorted e—
cap. The output tube and transformer may also have been damaged or
destroyed due to increased current draw caused by the positive grid bias from
the bad plate-to-grid coupling cap.

Conducting experimental tests on a good working receiver will give a good
relative idea of the normal level of the signal leakage on various HT, (3-, and
AVCIAGC lines. Some sets and circuits will be more or less tolerant of this
"crosstalk" between stages through these lines.

The oscilloscope can be a marvellous instrument for signal tracing as well,
once one becomes familiar with the appearance and normal levels of signals at
varieuspoints ofcircuits.A10to Iprobe providesthe least disturbanceto
circuits being measured, important in low level and tuned circuits. Good used
'scopes are readily available at reasonable prices at larger hamfests (amateur
radio swapmeets and electronics junk fairs. Range is zero up to £50. Useful
ones generally run £54250. 10-1 probes are about £5—£20.

Steve

M
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IN THE WORKSHOP
Old sets and new signals don't always mix, as David
Hayneseaplains... '

THE Harv coo acre 9o: Tv ancsrvnns: Pnonrnars WITH
VISION 0N SOUNDAND SOUND TUNING DRIFT

With regard to the 900 series television receivers, these sets had quite
extraordinary RF gain. I suppose that was in the manufacturer's intem that
the receivers could operate as far from the London transmitter as possible.

Most channel hnoduIators used by enthusiasts supply a very high signal
output level, some 1G0 to 200m?. The only recourse is to reduce the signal
level is by turning down the RF sensitivity control. Honever, this can
introduce problems. The sensitivity control is really a cathode-bias control
and as the valves employed are straight RF pentodes, rectification of the
sound and vision signals can take place if the input signal level is too high, The '
usual efiect of overloading is vision on sound and fice—versa, therefore the
best solun'on to the problem is to reduce the input signal. An attenuator
should be inserted between the signalsource and the aerial socket.

After the first two common vision and sound stages, the 41.5mcjs sound signal
is passed on to the all—wave radio receiver section. (in television sound
reception there will almost certainly be sound tuning drift as the intermediate
frequency is the standard broadcast receiver frequilcy of 465kcfs.

Things are a little better on the um 90] vision and sound only tv sets as the
sound IF frequency ' is 1.5mcfs.‘ A fine tuning control is still necessary,
however. The contest control varies the post detector video signal, so it is the
RF sensitivity control that should set for best contrast range. The CRT
requires only 15volts of video at its control grid to produce a well contrasted

picture.

The Sony AVC-3ll-20 video camera—Notes by Tony
Duell

The AVCMZD is the video camera for the 625—line Sony Rover portable VCR
Air-3429.

It's quite tightly packed, as it‘s only the sire of a large 8mm cine camera.
Inside, there's a deflection yoke with the 2f3-inch vidicon tube at the lower
front On top of that is the video preamplifier (P-board). And then a chassis
plate welded to the frame. (in top of that is the CRT for the electronic
viewfinder and a little board with the Rs and Cs for the built-in microphone

W
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[Iii-board}. 0n the right side of the case is the D-board, which contains the
video amplifiers, scan (deflection) generators, and LV PSU. Finally, behind the"
vidicon at the lower rear is the EV generator PCB for the CRT and vidicon [H-i
board].

But it‘s also quite easy to work on. The outer covers come ofi' by undoing a
_ total of six screws. Three more screws and you can swing out the HV

generator, while another two screws hold its can in place and allow access to
the deflection circuits on the D—board. The entire D-hoard can be moved out a
little by removing four screws on the other side.

UK. First things... Just as you never power up an old computer without
checking the PSU, you never power up an old camera with the vidicon
inserted. And removing the viewfinder CRT connector isn't a bad idea; A
missing deflection signal can cause damage to either of them.

So, off with the lens mount (three screws} and slide out the vidicon. Pull the
connector off the base of the CRT. Then power up (it plugs into the AV3420
recorder and draws power and sync signals from it; altemtively you may have
the standalone cameras Adapter made by Sony for this camera). The 9? PSU
is fine, as is the horizontal deflection. But the vertical oscillator doesn't seem
to be worldng.

Removed the Hi? power supply assembly and unplugged its supply lead from
the III-board [to prevent the Hi? supplies from capping me). Looked around
the vertical oscillator area on the III—board and found a nice dry joint.
Resoldered it, and the oscillator started up again.

Put the H-board back and check the high voltages. All are UK. How connect up
the CRT and power up again. It doesn't take long to warm up [directly-heated
CRT, which is actually not usual}. Seems to be working as well—in record
mode, I get noise on the viewfinder if I bring— my finger near the target
connection for the vidicon.

Stick the vidicon back in and fit the lens. Try again. After a longer warmup
period, the vidicon starts working as well. Good picture on the CRT. So the
camera is working. Pity about the video head in the recorder!-

flnd fiinallj...
a chuckle or two

A caller to a late-night radio programme recently recalled how his father,
having watched the opening sequence of the Robin Hood programme with the
fleeting arrow-that embeds itself into a tree trunk, was convinced a telegraph
pole was visible. So convinced that he filmed it off-screen and printed out each

M
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frame as an individual photograph He then wrote to the programme's
producers and queried this anachronism. They of course denied it, whereupon
he bet them £101} the pole was visihle. They hook him on and he duly
submitted his photos—and won hiswag

Or so his son claimed. Havingwagwatched the sequence in slow motion I
must say I cannot see a telegraph pole. There Is what appears to be a telegraph
wire; perhaps this is what he meant. Take a look for yourself if you have
nothing better to do! ' '

AB

30 THINGS YOU WOULD NEVER KNOW WITHOUT THOSE
MOVIES YOU WATCH ON TV
1 .  During all police investigations, it will be necessary to visit a stripclub at
least once.

1. When they are alone, all foreigners prefer to speak English to each other,

3. if being chased through town, you can usually take cover in a passing St. _
Patricks Day parade—at any time of year.

4. All beds have special L-shaped cover sheets which reach up to the armpit
level on a woman but only to the waist level on the man lying beside her. _

5. All grocery bags contain at least one baguette.

6. i t s  easy for anyone to iand a plane providing there is someone to talk you
down. _

I". The ventilation system of any building is the perfect hiding place—no one
will ever think of looking for you in there and you can travel to any other
part of the building undetected.

3. The Eiffel Tower can be seen from any window in Paris.

9 .  All bombs are fitted with electronic timing devices with large red
numerical readouts so you know exactly when they are going to go off.

10. You are very likely to survive any battle in any war unless you make the
mistake of showing someone a picture of your sweetheart back home.

11. Should you wish to pass yourself off as a German officer, it will not be
necessary to speak the language—a German accent will do.

12. If your town is threatened by an imminent natural disaster or killer
beast, the mayor's first concern will be the tourist trade or his forthcoming
art eidiibition.

.13. a man will show no pain while taking the most ferocious beating but will
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wince when a woman tries to clean his wounds.

14. When paying for a taxi, don't look at your wallet as you take out a hill—
just grab one at random and hand it over. it will always be the exact fare.

15. Kitchens don't have light switches. When entering a kitchen at night, you
should open the fridge door and use that light instead.

16. If staying in a haunted house, women should investigate any strange
noises in their most revealing underwear.

1?. Mothers routinely cook eggs, bacon and waffles for their family every
morning even though their husband and children never have time to eat it.

18. Cars that crash will almost always burst into flames.

19. All telephone numbers 1n America begin with the prefix 555.

20.161 single match will be sufficient to light up a room the size of an
international sports stadium.

21. medieval peasants bad perfect teeth.

22. it is not necessary to say hello or goodbye when beginning or ending
phone conversations.

23. Even when driving down a perfectly straight road, it is necessary to turn
the wheel vigorously from left to right every few moments.

24. It is always possible to park directly outside the building you are visiting.

25. A detective can only solve a case once he has been suspended from
duty.

26. It does not matter if you are heavily outnumbered in a fight involving
martial arts—your enemies will patiently attack you one by one by dancing
around in a threatening manner until you have knocked out their
predecessors.

22. When a person is knocked unconscious by a blow to the head,_ he will
never suffer a concussion or brain damage.

28. Once applied, lipstick will never rub off—even while scuba diving.

29. Any lock can be picked by a credit card or a paper clip in seconds—
unless it's the door to a burning building with a child trapped inside.

30. Television news bulletins usually contain a story that affects you
personally at the precise moment that it is aired. '

m
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MERCHANDISE mum FROM
ROY HUDD ENIERPRISES

I :  III}? I-IIIIHJ'S very own HHSIC HALL' {cassette}. IS great mi: H mg: from III! m show
with titlflnd Edam Drdlesm. "Khan IlidI'nIEetThit “fl“.“fih MHZ "li'slfimtfig SIIIIE'. I*I'Ile

Fume Hn. IIEIIIIIlS", 'flur manhood". "I“ lowly M EfEi'. "The llnk in the Elephant's Emma", "When Fathu'
Flpfl'fli Ihe mt". “The Spaniard I'hat artgltttd :1: 11:". '1 mt: Quiet our. '1 lit: I: Itttalgtt sgttit‘, "at”, 'arqr,
any". "Punt Pttltitt", "It: [III at n; an 6331","!!! um Ilutdl' £51m fitdttr-g p I p}. .

1: "me new: HunnuHEs' (dunhle cassette} an: Gum. nattit times. mg: and
mufiyanfifldhmfiflmwflfiemflhnflfiflfl lflhlmmbriluntwhilfidith'himmut.
Jam Emmi. than Steadnian and I’m Host and The Ihdiners.’ Tm hm: uf pull joy“ Daily Hum-£5.39 {inthding p E '
p] * intogl'aphefi It}! the flit * - _ '

3: _ 'llfl‘f HUDD‘S EDDIE Ill: HIISIIE HALL. VARIETY MID Sl-IIIII'I'Ir BllSlllESS MECDI‘HES'
[hook and double cassette]. Inf: tum cf we: III! 1m! uh! III shun: husinm. Funny, sad, fascinaling and
Fatima], nththitiattl Fuhruhathtauhttnnmlmwntantuuhytttheyar HEMM fitpapflhatkmiunii
:tldttuthttldatum:Intdhtdtttpittltnatuttptpmttpitcfldtfttdtpipt'

4: nuunua CASSETI'E. at: run: III! tout: £19! [tut p a p}.

5: "THE uunnunes human" {book}. A tip: tnllefliun or stem lungs an: gig hf the swim:
tnplrilen. £19! [hdufilgplprfigmdbftlnm

i: 1IIIIIEB‘TAI'E: “EDIE TI-Itfl'l' W0" THE “ME". I High mllectian dd d1: great larieqr tunic: in
atliun hurled hjflnjr. Ila“: Elnonhckfladnmm'filHar.5mfl§aldfithali1[hnter.innlrflfllulfl,hm
Handle}:r E III”. Richard Hurdnth, lmmlh Home. 51m [0511. IIaI'ItE finial. EDI]! Farmhr, lulfl Wuhan. Jolt! Ermd
Sinks: Stephen. Win: IILwIE E Balm 'Hmf' Eddie Ear. ind Flanagan, lam} Tn'nder, frank Me. lite Harem
Bmflllfl, 5d field. Richard Hunt, Edna} Hmrd. Ha: I'liltr, flph Panda; {id mt Riley E Glade Fields. Ell?! (ind.

HP}-

1: "am rumour vum' {book}. an heamifill its mt t'tptt: at mm: a EdflaI'IIial‘l
ruptltt Etttmitttttnt I'GIEII in utttttit: Ilail's net: butt: tum. [adding p a {I}.

II:_ "Tl-IE PAH'I'IJHIHE BM". It unique :aIIactinn uI 1hr: amt funnel: palm w and detaches. ht'ahafi
tn arm: imhad will! pane. £1135. finfiflqp I p}. Iiglijr mm.

AH. CHEOHWSHIL ORDERS should be made payable to

ROY HUD!) ENTERPRISES, P0 In]: 8923, tendon SW4 (III).
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FREE SAMPLE
JF YOU BUY, .
SELL OH COLLECT
0L0 RADIOS. YDU NEEO...

ANTIQUE RADIO cmssDIDD
Antique Radio's Largest Monthly Magazine

3900+ Subscriaers! 100+ Page Issues! , '
Classifieds {800+ monthly) - Ads for Parts 3. Services - Artistes

Auction Prices - Meet 3: Fiea Market into. Also: Early 1V.Art Deco,
Audio. Ham Equip” Books. Telegraph. 40's a. 50’s Radios & More...

Free 20m ad each month for absorbers.
Subscriptions: $1195 ior 5-month trial.

$34.95 for 1 year{$51.95 ior 1st Ciass Mail}.
Call or Me for foreign rates.

Collector‘s Price Guide books by Bunis:
Antique Radios. fimpfies, $9colorphdo:s‘...........$1fl.95
Transistor Radios. 2290prioes, 400 colorphoros ......515.95

Paymantraquimduiflrorder. Addflflflperbootorderforsfippmg.

m Milli.i P.O. Box 802412, Carlisle, HA Di?“
. ,1 Phone:(508]3T1-0512—Fa1:[508)371-1129

Use Visa orfirlastercard for eesiestpeymont!
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So Much More
than just a
Magazine...

Your

-. subscnptmn IS
the key to all
t ‘e followmg

b fine-e 1993 may issue {3m magazine imsfeatured

tfiffiflifi‘hfifififltflfi advantages:
in ffiemsefuar

‘* Authoritative yet Entertaining Articles on All Aspects of
Vintage Radio
* Access to a Huge Library of Servicing Information
* Free Technical Advice Service from a Team of Experts
across Britain
* Hugely Enj oyahlc Vintage Radio Expositions Four Times a
Year
* Specialised Auctions of Receivers and Equipment
All these and much more can be yours for just £20*, the cost of a
six-issue sabscription. No forms, no fuss, sierply send a cheque
(sorry. no credit cards) to: The Radiophilc, Admin Ofiice,
‘Larkhfll” NeWport Road, Woodseaves, Stafford ST20 GNP
Telephone (business hours only) and fax (anytime) 01785 284696
* mmemona; mstqftkeworkf, £215
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i‘ Hathawfldfldifltmdcasingmsbunflddiscmhowm
mw‘mfirfirfl
i‘ Retmnmwarfltneflfitfinandexpedemchwwkdessma
fifeficmfimathanemdmflletnm
‘i' Seewhatg'oesmlnsika'l‘hfstutfio- -Ifiththeactmflcameras
usedmflinaecmcpmganmes.
i‘ Bmhflleuuldfanmfiingchmdfllopmddme
fianitsunflvalledcoflecdondarefuflymedfimgerafiuand
W.
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we test was ducts
This society was founded in 1989 with fewer than—twentyr
members. Since then it has grown in membership to well
over one hundred, and has certainly grown in stature.
The various broadcasting authorities acknowledge the
wealth of information and expertise possessed. by the
membership, and regularly refer inquiries direct to the
society.

All aSpects of television trade test transmissions are
included within the interests of The Circle: Test Cards
and patterns, accompanying music, slides and still
pictures, Service Information bulletins, Trade Test
Colour Films, and, of course, the dear old BBC
Demonstration Film.

A quarterly eta-page magazine is issued which contains
live and interesting articles on all of these topics. Each
spring, a convention is held in the little market town of
Leominster, where members can meet for a delightful
weekend of wonderful music and pictures, good
companionship, and pure nostalgia. It Is also a great deal
of fun.

If you are interested in this fascinating subject, write to
the Secretary, Curtons House, School Lane, Walpole St
Peter, WISBECH, PE14 FPA, and if you send a 12.5” x 9”
self addressed envelope with a 50 pence stamp, we will
be pleased to send you a sample copy of the Circle's
magazine. .
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ASK YOURSELF THREE QUESTIONS...
1. flared with the some old dreary. overpriced merchandise at coilectors'
fairs and antique masts?

1. la you collect any of these?

Stamps and Postal Itistory
Picture Postcards
Biparette and Phone |liards

Eammos and Photagmphy items
Eoies and Banknotes
i-lilitary, Hose] and Aviation items
Pap. Stage and Screen memorabilia
latagraphs
Things to do with Sport and Transport
flid Toys
Ephemera. Documents IIIII Prints
Baalrs
The weirdest kind at Collector's items

5. Would you like to be aftered a selection regularly, often at less than dealers'
prices?

res? Thee it's time ya: got in an the secret and discauered BhlllEiTlt Alifliliils, an
established company in Baumemoutb 1Iuha bold auctions of all these items every
month and issue detailed Ens-page catalogues ie adyonce. Can‘t get dawn to
Bournemouth? in problem! Just fill in the bid torn and send an ape: cheque or give as
your credit card number. Tau set on uppm limit for your bid and are don't abuse your
trest [proprietor is a cos hliuerii. The system does yrorlrt contact as too it you wish to
sell items to a broad range of interested and motivated people.

Enquiries to Philip Howard on DIEflZ-fiflflflfi. The cataiague oi the nest auction costs £1 {annual
subsoiption by past £22} but you can phone or use for your fii'SI copy FREE.

3mm rm. sauna can,
81 m Witt! mu. mm. an: IT].
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ANTIQUE RADIO _
MAGAZINE.

BIMESTRALE Bl more no, EPOCA E DINToRNi

mmmm—ammemammmmarm
Hi! ”1“ , “ .  . . _ .

mmmmmammmmoa ammmmmmda
mfldqieihmhdhmm’mMpwflgikgfiigmaflmmwufl-fik
WgnflmflebefimdldmfiafimnflithmfioEMoffiflmnfmfl ‘

ll _ _ _

flmfim’smmflnwflepuhfismdflismmflwfldlhmhmdmm

mmmmmmflmemmmmwmm
sloriafium".

Wealmnfl’eramdmfin memmmmmmmam
mhltnfinddsewhueflmaskfurwiieslfilhisdflngu

Ihnkfmmrdtumrilgm

’fml'ruly

M'Bmm

For more information or orders piease write or
telephone Mose’ Ediaioni, Via Bosco 4, 31010 Maser
(TV) Italy - Tel. 00 39 423950385; Fax 00 39 423-
529049; e-mail: moseflmsfiineffneit

E
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KALEIDOSCOPE IS BACK!
Ellh NOVEMBER 1999. 11am to 8pm. UNITED SERVICES CLUB.

GOUGH STREETJIRMIHGHAM.

_ HDElBEIElflSWE _
ilnfi nIIII, 1h: dial-hm lIiliII inlefisia in uisianm was a Mali {aflilr in. Ind: '- 1951 Half-g In:
maddhdnrelfilaniima hmmfiuflnlflmwfinmflhflfiufluflhhnlit mm
MbdmflnrflflullflbunmfihhfifihdfieflmkrMudm "salami-II
lfiflinfienfimflflefinminfludhiaflflnn Ham

[REIL'IHIIIHEHIEES
hp‘uafmiemrnitrhinlm asuiiquiniemlilhpnfiuinrdchiquimiah. lmiqnudedefisadhj
Mfl rflaflhh llmdhimuflinimflpin “minding. hphrdfihuwlmiakd-Eeflillfiu
lflsuiulmnflfli lmaiibleniud. Iliad: hahufinmlhriurflisedifiun-“imhflllhufim”-
mimnIfiunfllhhelisldlehmufl'nmreflrfllhaifllillfldeiuinitaheriladashfllg'I
lisplaasalfldmdinila.

“HIM!
mrmnmflmmfimlak i lmcnu ‘s lfi imumnfl lfl immep iflJMlhfla t
lidlluhenisinnsilaeifii Thaciwicijnefihfiinmmaiefllnllluflalldlmm. "last-l
fieliuipudm'dmhslurlrmauh'ldr mm Snfl lmfiflai l iufinhdmi ismdh
lam.

"Sll’flllllflflfll"
mmmmmfienflmfiafludmmmilflaw-ru imflmialJnm
umflfiMIfimd'sflflfiwmhim.  ilellamhimnmflie. IdiiIaIIpu
Hmlhnmfimmfliflafllshhl mum-auuh‘uammmmhnmmd
'Thlng".amndmalumluhfllhnhafiuamm. mmmnmflmmm

. graduauienihhnrsleifl'fiamsiku
fliifllflfillifillli

infighmwinanffirllinluifimdlihm Hifllandslendal- [iii Muhamma-
mm1m;lihinlunnsunhuhminlflhiflflmm Haemfiifllm-iujhiuuifi
flrifli. rmmdym-mmesmmmmmm [Winning-Ilsa!
Imam. —

Illfllfilflfllll
Idfldumpais i ldflnmiuldmtmdm lingeflfliasls. flnudsirenul
uflsangimhdlilj- hlflihhflmmmfiuhmmlflmhm thrilkhn

inarmnhatcapimm mummmmmmmmmfi .  Dominant!
II.III ll mnflHHnflmo-dmmmm all programme-II: wumflnlmhudh and
than.



Have you bought YOUR copy yet?

ELECTRONIC CLASSICS:
COLLECTING, RESTORATION a.
REPAIR
Only this book reveals secrets such as...
Can broken valves be mended?
Now that obsolete its are more difficult to find than valves where do you get
all those hard-to-find parts? _
Can noisy volume controls be silenced permanently (without using a big
hammer)?
How do yourfinish off apparatus to museum dispiay standards?

. Are takes easy to spot?
Can you really destroy an item'5 value by crummy restoration? (You bet you
cann
Why do some collectors have all the luck and what's their secret?
How do you tell the rogues in this hobby and what remedy do you have against
them?
'l'lhere do people get archive programme material?
Is it worth joining a society and if so, which one?
Can you really make a living out of your hobby?
Are there easy ways of restoring old sets?
Which books and materials do you need? _
How can ‘I'UU score repeatedly at auctions and antique fairs?
How come the deaiers always get hold of the tastiest stock?

and this book doesn't mince words!

This book will encourage you inyour hobby and build up
your confidence at tackling those restoration tasks yourself —
and save you a fortune in the process.

Published by Nevmes at £l9.99 (lSBN 0-
7506-3788-9) and ‘ available through
amazon.com and all good- bookshops.
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THE UK’S MOST POPULAR VINTAGE WIRELESS
MAGAZB‘JE, READ ALL AROUND THE WORLD

' m.-

gones
- If your vintage interests estend to domestic radio, amateur
radio, military, aeronautical or marine communications,
electronic instruments, radar, radionavigation, broadcasting,
audio'or recording, Radio Bygones is the magazine for you.
- From the days of Maxwell, Hertz, Lodge and Marconi to what
was the state-of-the-artjust a few short years ago . .  .
- Articles on restoration and repair, history, circuit techniques,
personalities, reminiscences and just plain nostalgia — you‘ll find ‘
them all. Plus features on museums and private collections and a
full-colour photo-feature in every issue. Trade and private
advertisements, and a mail-order specialist hook service.
- Radio Bygones is published six times a year, and is available by
postal subscription costing £18.50 for one year to UKadtiresses,
£19.56 to Europe or £2335 to the rest of the world, airmail.
'- For a sample copy, send £3.00 to the Publishers at the address
below. Radio Bygones is not available at newsagents'.
- Please make cheques or postal orders payable to G C Arnold i
Partners. {Overseas remittances must be in Sterling, payable in the
UK. Cheques must be drawn on a London clearing bank.)
' Payment from the UK or overseas welcome by Mastercard,
Eurocard or Visa; please quote your card number and espiry date,

| and your name and address as registered with the card company.

G C Arnold Partners, 9 Wetherhy Close, -
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 SJB, England.

TelephouelFAX: 01202 658474
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REPAIRS to IRIS-line televisions and radios. For details or advice
phone Camber TV 8: 1ii'idec Centre, 0179?-22545?[dayfime}. East Sussex (T).

TV & RADIO REPAIRS: Bruce Adams, 53 Red leasowes Road, Haslbury‘,
Halesowen, West Midlands 363 43E {0121-550 flfllg}. Painstaking repairs
and overhauls of old sets, which have won awards for technical excellence and '
attention to safest}.r details. Collect! deliver thronghmit West Midlands, {T} - ‘

REPAIRS: vintage TVs, radios and testgear repaired and restored.
Personal attention to ever}.r job and moderate prices. Estimates without
obligation - deal with an enthusiast! {BVWS and BATE member) Please
include SAE with all enquiriesm thanks. Dave Higginson, 23 High Street,
Mistertcn,Doncaster,Yorks.,DN10 4BU (014369058) (T).

REPAIRS. London Sound (Michael Solomons), 33913 Alexandra Avenue,
Harrow, HA2 QEF [0181—863 9222). Repair of vintage radio, television and
audio equipment. [T]

REPAIRS a- SALES: Vintage Radio Times [013?6—533363}. A company
based in central Essex, UK, specialising in full radio restorations and sales of
restored and non-restored items from the 19305 to the 19503. We can also
locate hard to find sets for specialist collectors. A full list of current Stock can
be provided by our e—mail address chris@eintogeradiofi‘eeseme.co.uk (T).

enemas
“We do three kinds of job—quick. cheap and good. You can have anyF two of the
three. You can have a good, quick lob but it won't be cheap. You can have a good.
cheap job but it won't be quid; And you could ask us to do a quick. cheap iob but it
wouldn't be anyF goo-d.“

_Addpzedfmm orepoirshcpsignin Canada,
repwtodin “IE (amnion ondsubnflfledbyfllorkflmflsfird.

W
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SERVICE DATA. The Radiophile. publisher of 4-05 Afive. has a huge library of
service information which is available to readers at very reasonable prices. Please
address your requirements to Graham at the Admin. Office. The Radiophile. Larldaill.
Newport Road. Woodseaves. STAFFORD. STIB lllNP or fax them to ONES-234696.

The following firms are also noted. and don't forget the annual volumes of
TV a Radio Servicing at most public libraries.

_ Mr Bentley. 2? DeVere Gardens llford. Essex. IGI 3E3 [MEI-554 663 I].
Thousands of technical manuals and service sheets.
Alton Bowman. on  East Avenue. Canadaigua. NY l4424—9564. USA. Schematics
for all USA radio. TV. organ. etc. equipment I920-I93'fl.
Mauritron Technical Services. 43a High Street. Chinnor. on, 0X9 40]
{DIE‘H-35I694. fax DISH-351554}. Photocopies of old service sheets. other

- technical data. ' _
Savoy Hill Publications. 50 Meddon Street. Bideford. Devon. H39 IEQ (MB?-
424280). Large library of service data for photocopying.
Technical information Services. ?6 Church Soeet, Larkhall. Lanarltss ML? lHF
{Dl693-333344f388343. fax DI698-fi4315].'World‘s largest selection of manuals.
l93fls to current date. British and foreign'.
In addition. 405 Aliver Bernard Hotl'Iersill has offered to photocopy {at cost},
items from his own extensive collection of service sheets for £9505 and 60s TV sets.
There are dozens and dozens. mainly Alba. Eltco. Bush. Fergusonl'l'horn. GEC.
Murphy. Perdio. Pilot; also a few Decca, Defiant. HMV. KB, Mcflichael. Peto Scott.
Philco. Regentone and Ultra. Write with international reply coupon plus unstamped
self-addressed envelope to him at 3 Cherrywood Close. Clonsilla. Dublin I5. Eire.

COMPONENTS. Here is a brief list-of suppliers; you can have a much extended
two-page list by asking for FAQ SHEET 3 and sending one first-class stamp loose plus
a SAE to the editorial address. Most valves and other components are not hard to
find: we can mention Billington Export (fll403-33496l. El] minimum order},
Colomor Lttl [lll4fl3-i'86559). Kenton [fll2I4-l6 4346}. 1'Il'll'ilson Valves {OHBII—
654650. 420??4}. Sound Systems of Suffolk {DI4T3-i'2l493) and Pill
Components {Milli-56051”. A good non-commercial supplier of hard-to-find
types is Phil Taylor. 3 Silver Lane Billingshurst. Sussex. RHH flRP. For hard-to-lind
transistors we have heard of — but phone numbers may fave changed — AQL
Technology {fll152-34li'l I}. Mushroom Components, Unit 3 Bradfield Road.
Finedon Road industrial Estate. Wellingborough. NN8 4H3 [fll933 -1?5345. fax
0 I 93 3435245).
The Semiconductor Archives {UlBl-69l T968). Vectis Components Ltd.
{flli’llS-669335} and Universal Semiconductor Devices Ltd. [fll494- ifillflfi).
NB: Several of these firms have minimum order levels of hearteen {Ill and £20. For
American books on old radio and TV. also all manner of spores. try Antique Radio
Supply. {phone ill} l-6l32-Blfl Ell-ll . fax [ill L602 810 4643}. Their mail order
service is first-class and they have a beautiful free colour catalogue {or is it color
catalogl). Would you like to recommend other firmsll if you think a firm gives good
service please tell us all!

STANDARDS CONVERTERS. Building your own is not a realistic proposition
unless you already have seriously advanced design and construction facilities. It’s not
a task for amateurs. not even for gifted ones. Many of the parts needed are available
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only from professional sourcesand not in one-off quantities. whilst some previous
designs for converters can no longer be copied becatfie the custom-chips are no
longer made. Unfortunately the production of diese marvellous devices has now
ceased. Note also our two advertisements in this section for a conversion service.

HODULATORS. Two designs for modulators have been published in Television
magazine but we don't recommend either today. One uses hard-to-find
components. whilst the other one is good but requires you to make your own
printed circuit board and wind your own coils very accurately. There was an
EICellent ready-built modulator from Dinosaur Designs but producdon has ceased
until further notice. '

The Spend Zone
This is the area for buying and selling all kinds of things to do with
television, new or old. Want to join in? Then send us your advertisement
there is no charge, although if space is short we may have to 'prune' out
the least relevant adverts or hold them over until next time. . _

WHAT'S IN AND WHAT'S OUT
These advertisements are primarily for private sales but traders are also welcome
The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order of I??? requires people who are
commercial dealers to make this fact clear in their advertisements. The letter {T} at
the end of an advertisement indicates that the advertisement is trade' and (NS) that
the advertisement has been placed by a non-subscriber.

Test card music and old T'H' programmes are subject to the same rules of
copyright as other recorded works and it is unlawful to sell amateur or professional
recordings of same. Swapping same for no gain is possibly not illegal but 405 Alive
does not want to test the law on this subject so we will only accept advertisements
from people who will indemnify us in this respect.

ELECTRICAL SAFETY
Rules intended to protect public safety now placeheavy responsibilities on those
who sell electrical appliances. We suggest that any untested items are labelled
“Collector's item, not to be connected to the mains without examination by a
competent electrician" or something similar.

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
l :  lv'llihiist care is taken to establish the bone fides of advertisers. readers are strongly
recommended to take their own precaution before parting with money in response
to an advertisement. We do not accept any responsibility for dealings resulting from
these advertisements, which are published in good faith. That said. we will endeavour
to deal sympathetically and effectively with any difficulties but at our discretion.
Fortunately we have had no problems yet. In related collecting fields. replicas and
reproductions have proven to be difficult to ideno'fy. so beware of any items 'of
doubtful origin'and assure yourself of the authenticity of anything you propose
buying. And try to have fun; after all, it's only a hobby! ‘
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1. Much of the equipment offered for sale or exchange dods not conform to present-
day safety and electric standards Some items may even be iethal in the hands of the
inexperienced. This magazine takes no responsibility for these aspects and asks
readers to take their own precautions.

HOW T0 WRITE CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS THAT WORK
_ I .  Start by mentioning the product or service you are selling or want. By doing so,

you make it easier for the reader.
2. Always include the price. Research has shown that 51 per cent of peepie who
read classified ads will not respond to ads that fail to mention a price.
3: Keep abbreviations to a minimum. Will the reader know what a N320? is? if it's a
Il-inch table model TV from l956, say so!
4. Put yourself in the position of the reader. Is all the information included!

NOTE Thanks to referrals and mentions in the press we are now receiving'a fair
proportion of advertisements of sets for sale from members of the public. We print
their descriptions in good faidt but their descriptions may not be as accurate or as
well-informed as those made by, say, a keen and knowledgeable enthusiast. ‘

A PLEA! When sending in your advertisen'Ient please do put a date on it. we sent
normally type in your advertisement on the day received and instead all small ads go
into a file ready for typing later. But what happens then if I come across three
undated ads all from the same person and one of them says 'This is my new ad,
please cancel previous ones'i It does happen, so please be kind enough to date your
ad. _

IS IT VALUE FOR MONEY?
It's unwise to pay too much but it's also unwise to pay too little.

‘ When you pay too much. you lose a liule money, that is all. What you pay
too little. you sometimes lose everything because the thing you bought was incapable
of doing the thing you bought it to do.

The common law of business balance prohibits paying a Iittie and getting a lot.
It can't be done. if you deal with the lowest bidder, it's well to set aside something
for the risk you run. And if you do that, you will have enough to pay for something
better.

Attributed to john Ruskin, l5l9—l9flfl.

FOR SALE: Sonyr Camera Switcher model CMS-llOCE. This is for 625 Iines,a
4-channel bfw unit and has fade and superimpose facilities. Offers? Robert
Bum, Milton Keynes 01903—226296. [NS]

FOR SALEISWAP: PRACTICAL TELEVISION. ALL IN DECENT
CONDITION. 1956: 12 - 195?: 4,11 1964: 10,11,12 1965: 2,6,8,11,12
1966: 8,9,10,11 196?: 2-12 1968: 1-12 1969: 1,2,3,9,12 191m:
1,3,4,5fi,?,8,11 19?}: 2-12 19?2: l,5,fi,?,12 19?:3: 4-911L12
1974: 1—4,6-12 1975:3315
Preferably swap for gaps in my reflection, mainly FIE-195? issues, W. 0r
sell at T511 each, 10 for £5, the lot for £20. P&_P at cost or will bring to BVWS
meetings. Jeffrey Borinsky, phone 0131-343 _ 812], e—mail
jefiiey®borinslcyfiemomomuk
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FOR SALE: Ancient spare TV CRT, still boxed, dams back to the early 1950:;
(I think it's a Mullard W31-16 but will have to double check on thisJ. Jon
Trinder, Dept of Electronic 3: Electrical Engineering, University of Glasgow,
The Rankine Building, Oakficld Avenue, Glasgow, G12 8LT, e-mail
j. trinder@elec. gla. ac. uk [NS].

FOR SALE: Marconi 405—line sync pulse generator, compact solid-state unit
for their industrial television range, complete with circuit diagram, £20. Pete—
Soott 8125“ valve picture monitor 405! 525! 625 auto-switching. Very stable,
superb picture, works fine, clean with all badges intact, £30. Televet test set,
made 195?, with original manual, £40. TMB272 portable TV. Working, good
CRT, but needs further attention. Fabric covering is reasonable, supplied with
mains cable, £50. National (i. e. Panasoc carn'idge VTR. Was working fine
but has now developed a lace—up fault, probably minor, so free to good home.
Loads of unused Sony V-31 low—density half-inch videb tape, 50p a reel. Pat
Hildred, Walthamstow, east London 020-8988 0310 [NS].

FOR SALE. Cossor 91'? small console set, compact (abmrt 3ft tall)’, with 9-
ineh round CRT. Complete, has back and all parts, not 'got at' but cabinet
needs attention to minor woodworm. {)fl'ers around £40. Ring Graham on
Holbeach 01406426001133)

FORSALE: PyeWsetwi thamagrfifiercnthe- front in fa ir lygocd
condifion. "It is a table set and has a dark brown surround to the screen.
There is a clear shield over the picture screen but I cannot find a model
number on it."r Sounds like a 316T or a 318T? Otters welcome around
£50. Clare Destroy, Solent area, 01202-525106 or 0831465136 (NS).

Pan-wan TV FOR SALE: HMV model 90? radium. Cabinet has been
repolished and is in excellent condition. Set is complete with original knobs,
mains lead, back and so on. Chasis has the usual minor surface rest in places.
No electrical restoration has been undertaken but CRT heater is OK (not
tested for emission]. Price £2,000 by banker's draft or building society
cheque. Edward Widdowson, Buddnghamshire (01923-283665) [NS].

FOR DISPOSAL: Four Sony KV—1320UE 13" [first Sony colour sets for UK}
in good order, KV-1310, white Elf-1330 portable, KV-ISDOUB 18" [runs OK
but CRT 15 flat}, two KV-1810UB, Teleton Super-12 10" colour set [rout,l'IT
KB 20" solid-state mono with legs, Philips 26" GB set plus loads of oddments
(asl. Looking for offers on the 13205, the m free to good home. Loss of
storage means all must go, to the tip if you don't get in first! Tim Jarman,
Hants. (01252—616938). _

BOOKS FER SALE
INDEPENDENT TELEVISION IN BRITAIN. Bernard Sendall .1932.Vol 1.
Origin & Foundation 1946-1962. How ITV began. Invaluable histo for the
TV bufi. £15
TELEVISION. T.J.Morgan. 1961. Hmv—it—worlts book. Nice pictures ofABCtv
ob vans and studio shots of the opening of the BBC TV Centre'm 1960. £5

M
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ONE DACir IN THE. LIFE OF TEIEVISIDN. Edited by Sean Day—Iswis.
Mammoth BFI book charting a day 1n the life. of British Tv as 1was on lst Nov
1938. A comprehensive illustrated snapshot of past televisual glories, Thames
Tv, TVAM, tubed cameras etc" .53 -
BBC YEARBOOK 1945 dfvv. £10. Getting scarce.
BBC YEARBOOK 1946. EB. Television starts again. “.i'ergvr smart laser repro
d. . _
FANTASTIC TELEVISION. Gal-j,r Gerani St Paul Schulman. Titan Books 1937.
Illustrated guide to SF tv favourites including The Invaders, The Outer Limits,
Superman. £3
GERRY ANDERSON. The authorised biography. 1996. Quite a few photos
ofmodel spaceships, surprisingly. £6

— GIRL FILM 3r TELEVISION ANNUAL N01 1952. No dfw. £5. lst of this
attraclive series
Marconi Manual. 14" Picture & WAVEFORM MONITOR 1965. £5.
Magpie Annual 1993 E2. One for sorrow"
Magpie Annual 1974 E2 Two for joy...
Vintage US ELECTRONICS MAGAZINES.

RADIO NEWS June 194?.
RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS July 1951.
RADIO 3: TELEVISION NEWS July 1955.

All magasines stuffed 1with old-style electronics! ads} articles. £3 each
All VGC. Postage minimum on all items £1.56
Contact Dicky Howctt. [11245-44181], e-rnail: dicky.howerr@bfintemet.com

FOR SALE in one lot only: substantial run of Television magazine (the
servicing magazine, not the journal of the Royal Television Society} from
January 19?3 to December 1985 plus several odd copies and duplicates, all
clean and complete her July 1975 and April 19%, which are missing. Buyer to.
collect or pay substantial postage. Best offer please to Andmw Emmetson on
61604-844130 or e-mail midshires©cir.oo.uk

FOR SALE: Radio Tunes collection: 1924-1939 Total 2'?
1924 1; 1925 2 (1 damaged); 1926 2; 192'}' 7 (3 damaged); 1923 6 {1 colour
cover}; 1929 4 (3 slight damage); 1936 5 {1 damaged)
1931-39 Total 68; 1931—4 copies [1 damaged}; 1932—3 [1 damaged]; 1933—8
[3 damaged); 1934*5; 1935—9 (1 damaged]; 1936—10 {1 damaged];193?—4
(+Coronation special ed); 1938—15 [2 damaged); 1939—16 [3 damaged, 1
special cover)
194099 Total 33; 1940—6; 1941—3 [1 damaged]; 1942—1; 1943—2 (1
damaged}; 1944—3; 1945—3 (inc. 1'li'ictor_',ir issue}; 1946—3; 194?—3; 1948—9 (2
damaged); 1949—6 (1 damaged}

1950-59 Total 190 copies approx, every year represented.
1960-69 Total 2D.copies approx.

- ETD-T9 Total 30 copies approx.
1980-1990 Total 15 copies incl. 50th & 90th issues.
I have also got a number of books related to TV etc: Resales TV &Short
Wave Handbook FJ Cannn 1934; Television Manual FJ Comm 1948;
Television Really Explained Tiltman (1949s); Television Annual 1953,
1955,5658 {4); Television Weekly Vol I N645 1949—1951 {12); BBC

m
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London Calling 19?3-31 [41); Duke Ellington Derek Jewell; British
Cinemas & their Andiences Mayer; This is London Stuart Hibberd; TV
Mirror 1953—195? (35); Neivnes Radio a W Servicing Vols 1—5
Mollonoole; Newnes Radio 3: TV Servicing 1955! 6, 1956f}.

Postscripts JB Priestly {radio talks, 19405}; The HlltlllaII'S Book GD
Fisher (The Hut Man of the BBC]; Radio Quiz Questions; Sometime
Never, and BetweenYon and Me 1idi'n‘ired Pickles {2); Steady Barker Eric
Barker {AutobiogJ ; Mainly On The Air Max Beerhohm; Wrth an
Independent Air Howard Thomas; Along My Line Gilbert Harding; One
Man in his Time Bruce Belfiage [catching]; The Piddingtons {with
photos). Contact Steve Harris, 011 The Air, Chester 0124+348468 or see
display ad.

4053625 LINE SETS FOR SALE: Pyeflnvicta 19" rental model c.1963; Pye
23" model 23 with high-glosscahinet; KB @005 and Regentone 19?, both
similar 19" rotatytuner models, c. 1965; Bush W141i} of 1966; Ultra 6640 16"
transportable; Defiant 2043 20" 625-on1y (Io—0p rental model, c.19?{}; Alba &
Elizabethan 11" transistor portables, c.19?1. Prices £5 to £10 each - Steve
James 0115-98? DWI (Nottingham). '

FOR SALE: Murphy V250,. 19505 table model, clean condition, good source
. of spares, or possible restoration £20 one. RED. 'Night Owl' good for

spares £16 o.n.o. Ekco T3273, working order but requires restoration to
cabinet £15. Decca DR303, early dual-standard set [valve U.H.F. tuner) nice
cabinet with doors, working order £30 o.n.o. Ekco TCI'IS single channel
console set fitted with Band Three converter, nice woodwork and good raster
£35. Ekco TMBETE portable, very good condition, near perfect picture, but
fault on sound, comes with sparse £50 one. PYE W4 working order £20. All
prices negotiable or swap for English Electric T40. Phone any time Rob Walsh
0161-428 6269 (Cheshire)

Wmnn Dead or alive: Bush ms. Must be complete! Steve James 0115-
937»r om
WANTED: Sony [Iii-2000 video recorder. Leslie Hine, 01229-582551

WANTED: Iltegami 79D Sinch top—mounted studio viewfinder. Any
condition. Contact Dicky Hoaett. 01245-44131], e-mail:
dicky.howett@btintemet.com

WANTED: British TV“ shows 1950-?3 [REEL-Tl.3r and Tim-comedy, sci-fi and
drama. Any film or video format. Any price, depending on rarity. Duplicates
and extracts accepted. I can also trade. To call or ask for full want list or trade,
write to George Rainey, 1a Stewart Terrace, Gympie, Qld 45TH), Australia.

WANTED: English Electric TVs table models T40, T4] or console 042 to
replace set of great sentimental value. Even the cabinet or chassis alone would
help. Rob Walsh, 0161—428 6269.
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WANTED: Following issues of Practical Television. 1950—April, May, June.
1951—Feb, April, May, August. 1952—January, March, June. 1953—January,
April. 1954—May, October. IQSfi—March, April. 195T—June. 1959mAugust,
September. 1965—4an, Feb, December. 1966—January. Edi—September.
1969—March, April, May, June, July, Oct, Nov, Dec. Alan Moore, 11 Percy
Road, Mitcharn Junction, CR4 43W.

WANTED for Bush W22A: LineIE. H.T. flutput Transformer Bush part
_ number E321225 or equivalent. ' '

01' would consider buying a TFZZA chassis with a working
transformer. Chris Roberts, 164 Edith Terrace, Compsinll, Stockport,
Cheshire, 3K6 511'". Tel 016142? T035 {flight}.

FREE T0 GOOD HflhIE: some old video equipment. I have the following,
each with a handbook: _
e Ferguson Videostar VHS UHF Tuner-adaptor model 3‘i72té'fll1r C

' apparently working UK with 14-day clock timer and eight recording
options. - . -

e Ferguson Videostar VHS portable video cassette recorder model '
3V24 plus handle case etc (having been used daily for 15 years this needs a”
new part].

a Ferguson Videostar VHS colour camera with Macro Zoom lens model
3V20A apparently worldng OK but fits into front of recorder.

Sally Hart, near Reading, Berks. - (0118-94? #53, e—mail
sully@solhcrt.demon.co.uk) {NS}.

SERVICFS: _
n Chappel Engineering Workshop. Chappel Station, Colchester, Essex,

undertakes most turningyroptical threading and fabrications in steel or
brass. Most types of soldering work and welding. No job too small. Very
cost effective, recommended by our Dicky Howett. Contact workshop
manager Roger Stewart-Hindley weekdays only on DEBT-223051

u Your vintage audio recordings digitally restored and transferred to CD or
cassette, from all formats, including '5’8’5. Prices from £4. Telephone David
Lane on 01302-321066, or write to 33 Beckett Road, Doncaster, South
Yorkshire, DH2 4AD, for further details. '

n Dbsolete format video tapes copied free of charge. I can convert any tapes
from thefollowing formats to VHS or S-VHS. Philips VCR [N1500 et;
Philips 1"Milt-LP [N1T00 etc}; Philips V2000; NC l-Inch {IVETDILSDDHOD
etc.) and soon Philips E13400; Philips E13402; Philips LDL1200; Sony
half—inch; Altai quarter-inch. Please phone Mike Bennett on 01395-225422?
for details, e—‘mail Indb@permanent.co.uk - - ' _

n I will convert your 625-line tapes to broadcast-standard 405 lines on my
digital line—store standards converter. Free of charge to subscribers of 405
Alice. Please send blank tape [VI-IS only} for output and return postage.
Input tap-s can he accepted on Philips 1T00, EIAJ, 1il'ideo2000, Beta or

W
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VHS. David looser, Maristow, Holbrook Road, Harltstead, IPSWICH,
Sufl'ollt, 1P9 IBP. Phone Ul4?3-323649

(Publisher's note: These last three ofi’ers are most generous and users may
core to send ofi-ee—will donation towards costs as well. There may be a delay
in handlmg conversions g'fmony people take up these ofiiers.)

HOW TO GET YOUR NAME PIN aos'Auvs
The chief glory of every people urisesfi-om its authors. --

WE WANT TO HEAR. FROM YOU!
Letters are always welcome and nearly all of them {unlms marked Not For
Publication} get published. Lengthy screeds may be edited for clarity.
Electronic mail'15 also welcome. Address this to midshiresfilcix.co.uk
Advertising rates. Classified: free. Display ads, using your artwork: £5 per
half page £10 full page. Charges must be prepaid.
Notes & Queries {for publication' In the magazine}. Keep them coming... and
your answers to them.
Enquiries requiring an individual reply. These are answered when time
permits. You must include a stamped addressed envelope and preferably
also your telephone number (in case it is qtficlter to telephone a reply). Please
be patient—thanks.
Articles are also most welcome. We get so many good ones that publication
can take sometimes up to a year or so, but don't let that deter you. They can
sometimes be held back when we group two or three together when they
support a common theme'.
Payment. We're not a commercial magazine so sadly we cannot pay for
material. [In the other hand, full-length feature articles do earn the author a
place 1n immortality so that's an incentive. You retain copyright of your article
so you are free to offer it—probahly m a revised version—to other, mainstream
periodicals to earn some money. At least one of our contributors dom this very
successfully.
But lcan 'twritelikethebignamesdolflon'twony. Wecansortout
your grammar and speling. It's the facts and your ideas that count.
How to submit material. If at all possible, please TYPE your contribufions
using a dark, black ribbon. This enables them to be read straight into the
word-processor by a document scanner. Magic! Contributions on 3.5” PC
computer disk are also welcome and your disk will be returned. Please
process your words 1n some popular word-processing format, ideally as an
ASCII file. If in doubt please ring first on [17000405625 -— thanks. You can
also far your letters, ads and articles on 01604~321641

BACK NUMBERS
Some recent back'1ssuss are available from the Staffordshire address; send
315E with enquiries. In a few cases the editor can lend originals for
Photocvprins

M
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FAQ FILES
FAQs are frequently asked questions, so we are keeping three files of FAQs
and their answers ready for printing out on request for readers These files will
be updated as new information comes in. The files are already quite lengthy
and contain material already published, so it would not be fair on established
subscribers to reprint them in the magazine. FAQfile 1 runs to 5‘? pages and
covers general points about old TV and how to get old television sets working
again. FAQfile 2 is a reprint on all the articles on test card music and IT‘t‘r
station ident themes; it covers 15 pages. FAQ file 1 costs £3.00 and file 2 costs
£1.00 [both post paid}. These prices cover just the cost of copying and postage
plus the horrendous cost of banking your cheque (63 pencel). FAQfile 3
covers suppliers of hard-to-find electronic components and service data; for
this one send one first class stamp and a SAE. (Available from F1 Faicutt Way,
Northampton, NN2 SPH; cheques payable to Andrew Emmerson.)

WOULD YOU LIKE YOUR OWN COPY OF 405 ALIVE?
Perhaps you are reading a friend's copy *— now you can't wait to receive your
own copy four times a year. Send a cheque for £16 [inland and BFPO} or a
Euroclieque or sterling banker’s draft for £20 {all other territories) made out
to The Radiophile, which will pay for a year's subscription (four issues). We
regret credit card transactions can no longer be handled. Send money to
1arld1i11,tilewport Road, Woodseayes, Stafford, STZD DNP, not to
Northampton.

ENQUIRIES REGARDING SUBSCRIPTIONS
Please unite, marking your letter for the attention of the Admin. Office, The
Radiophfle, ‘Larlchillfl Newport Road, Woodseayes, Stafford, STZG GNP. We
regret we can no longer handle telephone calls. Please do not ring the
Northamfion {01604) number either regarding subscriptions since all
business details are now handled from Stafiordshire.

EXCHANGE PUB]. 10A TIONS
You may wish to contact the following allied interest groups and
publications [please send SAE with oil enquiries).

Illn‘fill ‘llll'l'llfiE IIIELESS suture Hike Barker, 28 Cheney Hunt load, Sui-dun,
Ilills. ,SIZ BIS.
mmrmammmuns: WWW,  Ere-chum, Woodland,
"Eskimo-be, Bulls. ,Ill'lz 4B1}.
HEIDI mm W ASSGEIATIUIE: Dung Pitt, 1 m Drive, Houston,
lotlinghau, IE8 EDI.
TEST use ClltlE {W hale test llansnissinls all test card unit}: (mass House,
School lane, Ialpole St Peter, Iisllcrll, PE” IPA.
BEE TES'I' fllfl Elli, llcifl Bauer, 1' Ewing (lass, Barby, DES illil.

m
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We mammal son's”: {aim in help nan-am lend eaci other copies at
old teleiisial and ladle pngralmuflfldlacd Bar}, 230 Selsdnl Road, trolling, 5-way
:32 an.
sum or 1mm: Illll mm sum [5 13.15.}, as Headvale cm can...
Lander, '5 m.
ANTIQUE mm, linse’ Edml, 1lia Been ll, 31019 Maser {W} ltaly- 'I'el. llll 39 423-
959335' Fallllll39 423-52901“; e-mai: Mall—j

AIIIIQIEEWCLISSIFIEB, ELI 301802-112, Callisleflllfllfli, ”SA.
IESII 1IlllTMlE IIIDID E sauna SUCET‘I': llell']r more, 9 Aelura Close, [Elbe], Ce.
Dillfil.
m “EBB [vintage radio technology}: Eeoll Arnold, 9 letherlry Elm,
headstone, Benet, Ellis 35.
I'll! WHEE {village radio]: the. E. llillet, ‘Lacmll’, lap-art Road, Iaodseales,
W,  5120 Illfll'.

mafia HE'S (fluent India and TI' Inns-iller liens, long-distance reception]:
Keith liner, 1' Epphg than, Bel-b], llE3 dI-lll.

THIE HIE TES'IEEAT {Old-Tuna Iain Shell tailectacs Association]: Henbemlip
SIB-Em: lulu Holstenbnlme, 56 llelhoume Ilene, lira-field Iandhue, Sheffield,
513 5TH.
lrlllTAEE RADIO FWE cumulus flllfli, liege! lichen-he, 3 Pant Edge,
Hanogate, talks, IIEZ all! {fl1423-331452].tam in: «letters oi mien “III and
other rafia broadcasts.
Flil'l'fliE Llfill'l' lllfilt SOIEE'IT: not will up idle-ling the eeuetary's unlock-sate
death.
EflBElT HEIDI SDCIEl'l' {light music II]r all manners}: Enid ides, Statue Gables,
[Igno- lane, Seauingtaa St. Michael, llllstei, lie-amt, 1119 BE.
llElIlOlll' LAIE [Tiara-eta Fifth! Ilsic]: Ila] Pallett, 1'.ll. Be: 1939, leish- III-Sea,
Essex, 55! 3|II.
II TIIIE ll‘l'Ellfl'lflIfll. (music of the years 1935-1960}: in tolling-mod ”rile
Mandalay, Iorlnli, Illl SIB.
IAIIEII Magazine, 52 Fella-r; Irene, Hamlet Pal-l, [T4 881'. lI-depth inlenuatian
forpeaplerbeenioy aldaldmfialdmlie III-alt.

fillfllll' 9.5 {fat the 9.5m tile enthusiast}, lien Price, 4 Iliglter Head, Lfchit,
Basiagstoh, m, mac 31L .- _ _
I’lllllECl'Ell ”(THEE 'EIIIIST (dam listaq}: Harald 5m, 2 Eleanor Gardens,
hyluhl],filcb.,lll'211fl.
‘llll'AEE Fllll am {far collectaa's and all laurel: of old fills]: file: lionlfialns, 11
Horton Ila-1d, Emile, Bristol, 5423.
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THE BACK PAGE
405 Alive {iSSN 0969- 3384} is an autonomous magazine within the
Radicphile group devoted to the study and preservation of old television
technology and programming. It has no connection with, and 15 not subsidised
by, any other organisation. Publication 15 four times per subscription period
but not at set times.

Editorial policy. This magazine acts not only as a forum for research, the
republication of archive material and as a monitor of current developments
but also as a means for all interested in this field to keep in touch. Readers are
encouraged to submit articles, photographs, notes and letters.

We print readers' addresses only when asked to. We are always happy to
forward letters to other readers and contributors if postage is sent. The
magazine is produced as a labour of love and all editorial work is carried out
on a voluntaryr unpaid basis—sorry, it's only a hobby! Writers retain copyright
and are encouraged to republish their articles in commercial publications. '

Legal niceties. ESrOE. W151: every care is taken in the production of this
newsletter, the editor accepts no legal responsibility for the advice, data and
opinions expressed. 405 Alive neither endorses nor is it responsible for the
content of advertisements or the activities of those advertisers. No guarantee
of accuracy is implied or given for the material herein. The publisher
expressly disclaims all liability to any portion in respect of anything and in
respect of the consequences of anything done or omitted to be done wholly or
partly m reliance upon the whole or any part of this magazine. Authors are
alone responsible for the content of their articles, including factual and legal
accuracy, and opinions expressed by them may not reflect the editorial stance
of the publication. From time to time uncredited illustrations appear in this
publication; every effort is- made to avoid infringing copyright and the editor
trusts that any unintended breach will be notified to him so that due
acknowledgement can be made. The contents of the magazine are covered by
copyright aii'id must not be reproduced without permission, although an
exception is made for not-for-profit publications [only] wishing to reprint
short extracts or single articles and then only if aclmowledgement is given to
4D5Aliue. _

Copyright {c} 1999 by Andrew Emmerson and contributors.

Prqduced in...

MlflDLElENGLfiND

E IIVEPORTANT POSTAL INFORMATION
ifuudelivesed pimsr muss To HeRaoi'oplIfls Laakhill, Navpoar Read,

Woodsmves, srarroao, srzo GNP, Enqlmd.
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INTR OD UCING...
A brilliant New Publication from

the Team that brings You
The Radiophile and’llOS Hliue

_ .  - - - - - - -"5:3- - - - - - - -

To obtain your copy
simpbifill in thefonn
enclosed with this magazine

It You Listened to Radio Programmes During the
Vintage Years of broadcasting, You’ll Love

RAD/0 Mil/5


